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THE OLD NORTHWEST AND THE
TEXAS ANNEXATION TREATY
NORMAN E. TUTOROW

On April 22. 1844. President Tyler submitted the Texas treaty to the
United States Senate. sending with it scores of official documents and a
catalog of arguments in (avor of annexation. ' He offered evidence of
popular support within Texas itself for annexation. He also argued that
Britain had designs on Texas which, if allowed to mature, would pose Ii
serious threat tu the South's "peculiar institution.'" According to Tyler,
the annexation of Texas would be a blessing to the whole nation. Because
Texas would most likely concentrate its e.fforts on raising cotton, the North
and West would find there a market fOl" horses, beef, and wheat. Among
the most important of the obvious advantages was security from outside
interference with the institution of slavery, especially from British abolition·
ists, who were working to get Texas to abolish slavery. Tyler envisioned
Texas as a center of agriculture, commerce, manufacturing, and navigation. Finally, the United States had the legal and constitutional right to
annex Texas. As Eugene Barker has correctly pointed out, OlThere was
nothing new in the President's argument, but he made a capable summary
of all the considerntions involved.""
The annexation trer:.ty provided that Texas should cede to the United
States all public lands, mines, forts, barracks, magazines, public buildings,
and archives, and that the United States should assume the public debt
of the new ten-itory. Texas citizens were to become American citizens.
The former Republic of Texas was to join the United States as a territory
and be guided by the same procedures in its subsequent bid for statehood
as were western territories}
Although John Tyler saw only benefits in annexation, many other Americans were less sanguine. John Quincy Adams recorded in his diary: liThe
treaty for the annexation of Texas to this Union was this day sent in to
the Senate; and with it went the freedom of the human race. 1n Opposition to annexation was at first bipartisan; both parties viewed it as a
scheme on Tyler's part to increase his own popularity. But as Democrats
came to realize that annexation was a popular measure, and that its pop·
ularity could be transferred to their own candidate, their opposition almost
disappeared, except for a lew anti-slavery members unwilling to accept
their party's platform. Many Whigs who probably would have favored
annexation under normal circumstances now turned against it as a Tyler
measure.
Much of what was published by the press concerning Texas had little
bearing on the central issue and was designed primarily for public consumption. But the key figures and their arguments showed ingenuity and
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political resourcefulness. The New York Tribune, for e.\':ample, called the
annexation proposal an "unprecedented ond unwarrantable outrage." n The
r'ribune reported that in New York City on April 24, 1844, n meeting of
3,000 people, presided over by Albert Gallatin, passed resolutions condemning the annexation of Texas. Since the United Stotes had recognized
Texas as a l\I~xican province, the resolution declared, annexation of the
rebellious province would violate our treaties with Mexico. It would result
in a dishonorable waT and the extension of slavery.':"
During the early months of 1844, the Democratic Washington Globe
remained conspicuously silent on the Texas issue. But on April 15 the
editor, attributing his ufailure in our duty" to a six-week-long illness,
made it clear that his paper would uearnesUy advocate the reanne.xation of
Texas to the Union/Ill The Globe took a strong pro-Texas, party line, maintaining that the "separation" of Texas from the United States in 1819 had
been unconstitutional and that the exclusion of Texas would probably cause
it to come under British influence.
Man)' Northern state legislatures passed and sent to Congress antiannexation resolutions. In March, 1843 the Massachusetts legislature had
passed a resolution contending that annexation was dangerous to the continuance of the peace.' Exactly a year later, this legislature passed another
anti-Texas resolution, arguing that annexation would amount to a dissolution of the Union. 1D The Connecticut legislature concurred by resolving
that annexation was unconstitutional and would amount to a declaration
of war. II
There was mixed reaction in Congress to the signing of the treaty.
One memorial from 216 citizens of 'Maine, signed by people of both parties,
was strongly against annexation, arguing that the existence of Texas
as an independent nation would become troublesome, if not dangerous,
to the United States. I I But a number of Kentuckians petitioned Congress
to act in favor of annexation, as did some Virginians, South Carolinians,
Tennesseeans, Georgians, and Hoosiers. U
Thomas Hart Benton, believing that most Americans favored annexation,
suggested to the Senate the annexation of the old p,rovince of Texas, rather
than the Republic of Texas, which claimed boundaries extending to the Rio
Grande in the southwest and to the mountains of Colorado in the north.
He wanted the old Texas-the Texas of LaSalle and Jackson-but he op~
posed immediate annexation, which would disregard the probable effects
upon American-Mexican relations. u His arguments, somewhat altered,
were re'peated in Congress and in the press of all sections of the country
between May nnd June, 1844. His position was more Whig than Democratic. Few people, Whig or Democrat, rejected annexation; they simply
differed on the conditions under which they would be willing to accept
annexation.
The Texas question split Northwestern anti·slavery forces. Many antislavery men feared that annexation would inevitably extend the area of
slavery; others were either more strongly expanionist than anti-slavery
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or were convinced that annexation would not necessarily extend slavery.
Annexation quickly became a partisan issue, with Whigs solidly opposed to
annexation. The Democrats. though not united, were generally in fa\'or
of annexation.
The Whig press oC the Old Northwest was firmly opposed. The Ohio
State Journal called President Tyler a desperate man, recklessly bent
upon accomplishing his pet project of annexation in order to recoup the
political power lost when he broke with the Whigs. He and his equally
desperate supporters, driven by Uunholy ambition," closed their eyes to the
probable consequences of annexation, which included Hdisunion and a sanguinary war, with the ten thousand evils that must follow." The editor
charged that, while the balance of power was very likely held by the two
Ohio Senators, there were not "twenty thousand men in the State oC Ohio
who would openly and boldly favor annexation. un
]n late April Dnd early May, 1844, a meeting was held at Warren in the
Western Reserve to examine the economic factors invol\'ed in the acquisition of Texas. ]t was decided that the numerous liabilities associated with
annexation would outweigh any assets; the Southern economy would be
expanded without any corresponding growth in th~ North to preserve the
existing balance. The delegates predicted an inevitable increase in public
expenditures to govern and protect that country, without any appreciable
financial return. No matter how the issue was regarded, annexation was
economically "3 decidedly bad bargain.'H.
Thomas Corwin of Ohio argued that war with Mexico would be inevitable
iC Texas were :innexed and that the United States could not bear the financial strain which this war would place upon it. He revealed his major concern and that of most Ohio opponents oC annexation when he warned that
u majority of the I>eople of the nation disapproved the addition of fUl,ther
slave territory to the Union. n
As the press campaign against annexation intensified, the extension of
slavery emerged as the primary objection. The Ohio tate Journal spoke
of the "sin of slavery," pointing out that Mexico had abolished slavery
in its province of Texas, and that. ironically, as part oC the Hliberty-Ioving"
United States. Texas would by choice re-establish that heinous institution.'~
The Journal wn.s sure that the Hreal object in annexation was the PER·
PETUATION AND EXTENSION OF SLAVERY, and of the political
power of the sla!:e states. III • The authors and supporters of the treaty were
enJ{8ged in a conspiracy to strengthen the grip of Southern slavemasters
over national legislative processes by adding to their numbers. Corwin
hurled the epithet "SLAVE BREEDING ANNEXATIONISTS" at the defenders oC the treaty.u
The ]ndiana press did not
nn issue in thoe presidential
weeklies in 1844, nnd by the
pening, the Senate debates on

deal with
campaign.
time they
the treaty

the annexation treaty except us
Many Indiana papers were still
became awa.re of whnt was hapwere well under way. It may be,
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as Erie: Bradner has suggested, that the Old orthwest did not really undersund what was going on. He said that l1linois. at any rate, '~heard little
of the treaty that was under discussion during the spring of 1844."n
But when annexation was fonnaJJy proposed in April, it immediately became n partisan issue in Illinois.::
The Whig press claimed that the proponents of annexation were influenced by alleged Te..'C8S investments. The Alton Tekgrapll declared that
Baltimore was " an immense exchange Cor the disposal oC Texas lands,
bonds, and script" and charged that many Democratic delegates in Baltimore wanted to violate their pledges to vote for Van Buren in the
spring of 1844 "in order to get into the grand Texas market.''''' After
publishing the Cull text of the "Raleigh Letter," in which Henry Clay disavowed immediate annexation, the Telegraph asserted that every rightminded man not blinded by passion or self-interest must recognize that
the measure in question was absolutely forbidden by every consideration
which should influence U a Christian, a statesman or a patriot."t'
The Michigan press was preoccupied with the coming election; the annexr..tion treaty appears to have gone almost unnoticed. The editorial
columns of the IJetroit AdlJertiser and the Detroit Free Press remained
silent on the !>~nding treaty and its deteat in June. Their readers would
have scarcely learned of the treaty's existence.
All four states of the Old Northwest participated in the annexation agitation in Congress. That section was as divided over the issue as was the rest
of the nation, with the balance slightly in favor of annexation.

In the debates on the annexation treaty, no other Northwestern Representative was us determined, as uncompromising an opponent of annexation as was Joshua Reed Giddings of the Western Reserve. As early as
AI)ril 14 Giddings had urged a strong press campaign agoinst Texas, advisinJ{ his colleagues: "Nothing will save us from annexation and dissolution
except bold and determined gl"Ound. mG He optimistically observed: "The
I)rospecl of Whi~ success gtill continues and increases daily."
One month laler Giddings condemned Southerners for their persistence
in the onnexation business: "They hove resorted t(l the old Missouri plan
of threatening to dissolve the Union if we do not submit to the annexation.n::· The whole Question of slavery, he told his friend Oran Follett, depended upon annexation, Cor, "J( they do not obtain Texas as n place to
transfer their slaves, they will soon be compelled t.o give up the institution
and surrender to the voice of the civilized world." During the course of
the Senate debate. Giddings sat in silence and listened to six speeches in
favor of annexation, four of which put the policy of annexation distinctively
upon the perpetuation of sltl\'ery,un He felt constrnined to answer the annexationists himself. On May 21. 1844, Giddings spoke against slavery, slave
breeders, the extension or slavery, the proposed annexation of Texas, Democn'.tic politicians in general, and Southern Democrats in po.rticulor. He
opened with the charge that the President, his cabinet, and Southern Democrats averred that the United States should take upon itself the support
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and perpetuation of slavery in Texas, and of the slave trade between the
"slavebreeding EtateS."1I He condemned the Tyler administration for its
willingness to make the United States a nation of political and moral hypocrites by violating its treaty obligations with Mexico and abandoning its
" pnnciples in favor of human liberty."
Giddings excoriated those who would burden the country with a debt of
ten to twenty million dollars to satisfy the debts of "slaveholding, repudiating Texas." He described as a "ridiculous inconsistency" the appropriation
of one million dollars per year to destroy the slave trade in the eastern
Atlantic and of a dozen times that amount to protect it in Texas. He chal·
lenged proannexationist Robert D. Owen, an Indiana Democrat, to demonstrate the precise line of longitude on which the slave trade changed its
moral character, on the east side of which it was the "most detestable of
crimes," and on the west side of which it became a "laudable commerce,
worthy of our fostering care."
Giddings repeated the argument that annexing Texas necessitated annex·
ing the Te.'1t:aB war with Mexico, which would undoubtedly lead to war with
Britain. Nor did he overlook the political implications of annexation, pointing to the relative balance of power between the two sections as a stabilizing
state of affairs.
By this point in Giddings' speech, Southerners were rising frequently to
interrupt him, but he refused to yield. He ridiculed a Southern Representative who, when challenged to identify that section of the Constitution which
allegedly stated that the institution of slavery enjoyed the protection of
the federal government, could reply only: uI don't refer to any section in
particular, but to the whole instrument." Giddings retorted: "I have finally
chased this notable guaranty into the wild regions of southern abstractions."
As the day of the vote on the annexation treaty drew near, petitioners
from the Old Northwest stepped up their activity. Democrat Edward Han-

negan of Indiana presented to the Senate a petition signed by 200 of his
constituents calling for ratification of the treaty then belore the Senate."
Albert S. White, his Whig colleague, countered with a memorial of a
meeting of the Society of Friends from the states of Indiana, Ulinois, and
western Ohio, remonstrating against the annexation of Texas." The me-morial claimed to represent 25,000 members of the society. Senator White
said that these petitioners "had not only spoken the virtuous sentiments of
25,000 Quakers, but of a very large portion of the intelligence and respectability of the West." He predicted that within 18 months these would be
the sentiments of a vast majority of American citizens everywhere.
Hannegan followed with another pro-Texas document, containing the proceedings of a large public meeting held at Indianapolis. l l Next came Whig
Senator William Woodbridge of Michigan, who presented the proceedings
of a similar meeting in Hillsdale, Michigan, declaring against annexation
as an unconstitutional measure. These petitions were indicative of the
emerging partisan division: Whigs, anti-Texas; Democrats, pro-Texas.
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This partisan alignment in the Old Northwest was reflected in several
speeches in Congress in May and June of 1844. On May 21, Democratic
Representative Robert Dale Owen claimed that the border of the Louisiana
pu.rchuse in the southwest was the Rio Del Norte, and that until 1819 Texas
residents were American citizens. If the United States were concerned
about treaty obligations. Owen contended, the treaties of commerce and
amity with Mexico were no more important than the treaty which included
Texas in the United States. 1I
Indiana Representative William J. Brown penned one of the clearest
expressions of Old Northwest Democratic sentiment." In his plea for anne."(ation, Brown repeated arguments used by Andrew Jackson and quoted
Henry Clay over a period of years, to show that the Whig presidential
candidate had always favored annexation until it became politically expedient not to do so. Brown's appeal was eloquent and persuasive:
The contiguity of Texas to the United States, her broad and fertile
valley and salubrious climate, have invited the western emigrant
to her country. The spirit of patriotism, which now burns so
brightly upon her altars, was caught from our forefathers, and is
peculiar to the Angl~Sa."'(on race that now inhabit [sic] her wide
frontier. Her people speak our own language, profess our holy
religion, and are united to us in sentiment and feeling, and by the
still stronger ties of consanguinity. flU
Be warned that if Texas was not annexed, she would fall into the hands
of Mexico and Protestants would be driven from the land. Moreover, "The
eagle eye of Great Britain" had been upon Texas for some time i British
political control would result in heavy immigration from that island nation
until Texas would become a mere colony of the British Empire."
Brown attempted to forestall antislavery outbursts by explaining that be
was not an advocate of slavery and that annexation would only e.'rtend
slavery over a larger surface, without materially increasing the number
of slaves." Parroting what by 1844 had become a favorite Democratic
rationalization lor those who favored annexation and opposed the extension
of slavery, he said that slave labor could be employed more profitably in
the culture of cotton and sugar in Texas than in the growing of grain in
many other States. n
Brown also discussed the economic advantages oJ annexation. His deseription of the economic blessings accruing to the United States by the acqujsition of Texas brought him to the heart of his case. j'Te.'(8S is a desirable
acquisition." All else was superfluous."
Dlinois Democrats steadfastly supported Texas annexation, as evidenced
by an eloquent speech by Senator Sidney Breeze. But in Michigan there
was at first a great deal of uncertainty over the question." Democratic
Representative Lucius Lyon had expressed himselI mildly against the treaty
ot annexation. He approved of annexation, but did not believe that the
interests of Michigan would be promoted by it or that his constituents
would favor it."
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After visiting President Tyler on the evening of April 27, Lyon was
pessimestic about the possibilities of an early adjournment of Congress.
He teared that the Senate would reject the treaty and that Tyler would
then resubmit it to both houses of Congress for passage by joint resolution.
Lyon wrote:

There will be no use in doing so unless there is a majority of the
Senate in favor of the treaty and that will be ascertained during
discussion in secret session. I do not believe there v..-iJi be more than
ten or twelve Senators in favor of it, and probably not more
than half that number."
Another Michigan Democrat, William Hale, admitted that anne.'::stion
was at first not well-received by the Democrats of that state, but explained
that now almost the entire state Democratic party was committed to its
support,'- He confessed that Michigan Democrats had come to regard
annexation as beneficial to the country and the only means lito save the
Democratic party from defeat in the coming contest." Hale pledged the
undivided support of the western Democracy for anne.'tation.
William Woodbridge and Augustus S. Porter, Michigan's Whig Senators,
did not speak out against the annexation treaty. 'With Woodbridge, this
was very likely due to the circumstances surrounding his election. In 1841
he had been the choice of the conservative Whig faction in Michigan, but
the "radical" favorite had received five times as many votes. The conservative Whigs and the Democrats, whose candidate had no chance of winning,
united and elected Woodbridge." He was not disposed to offend those who
had helped elect him. Since anne.xation was a popular Democratic measure.
Woodbridge saw fit to remain silent during the debates. But when anne:·ation came to a vote in the Senate, he joined the majority in voting against it.
Porter's reasons for avoiding speaking out on the issue of annexation
are less clear. He was once described by Lucius Lyon as " a consistent Whig,"
but not much of a speaker. H Perhaps this caused his silence. He had very
little to say on the floor of the enate throughout his period in office.
The Senate debated the annexation treaty in secret session until nine
o'clock on the evening of June 8, 1844. When the vote was taken, not only
did the pro-Texas forces fail to muster the needed two-thirds, but the
opposition got over two-thirds. The treaty was defeated 35 to 16. n Slavestate Whigs, following their part)' leader and presidential nominee, Henry
Clay, accounted for 15 of the 35 opposition votes. Party unity and regularity
were more important to them than sectional interests or desire to extend
the area of slavery,
The vote was partisan, with the Whigs more solidly opposed than were
the Democrats in favor. The Whig vole was 96% against; the Democratic
vote was 650/0 i.n favor. Tn the Northwest the Whigs were unanimously
against annexation, while the Democrats were badly split, 40'7c against,
40% in favor, 20% abstaining (Hannegan).

The vote also indica.ted an emerging sectionalism. Four of the six states
in which both Senators cast pro-Texas votes were slave states. n Of the
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states in which both Senators voted against annexation, nine were free and
six were slave. u Only Louisiana of the deep South voted unanimously
against annexation. U
The prediction of the National Intelligence-r that pro-Texas forces would
attempt annexation by joint resolution if the treaty failed proved accurate
two days after its rejection. Senator Thomas H. Benton introduced the bill
fOT annexation by joint resolution.·' He argued that the pennission of the
entire Congress, not of the Senate alone, was needed in order to add a new
state to the Union. His bill offered several modifications of the tenns of the
defeated treaty. It rejected the extreme boundaries claimed by Texas and
required Me.xico·s consent before annexation could be consummated. More-

over, Benton insisted that the new state not exceed the largest of the other
states in area. ao A partisan vote killed his bill in the Senate. Every Democrat except Hannegan of Indiana, who did not vote, supported it; every
Whig except Tallmadge of New York voted against it.'1 With the exception
of Hannegan, all of the Senators from the Old Northwest followed party
Lines. There was little if any sectional division on the vote.
A few days later the House received a letter from T)ller calling for
annexation by joint resolution. I I On the same day a proposal introduced by
George McDuffie of South Carolina was the first order of business in the
Senate. McDuffie's resolution, which was originally moved on May 23, read:
The compact of annexation made between the executive government
of the United States and that of Texas, and submitted to the Senate
for confinnation by the President of the United States, be, and the
same is hereby, ratified as the fundamental law of union between
the United States and Te..'(8S, as soon as the supreme executive and
legislative power of Texas shall ratify and confinn the said compact
of annexation. I I
While defending his resolution, McDuffie ridiculed Benton's claim that he
was a long-standing friend of anne.xation. McDuffie's proposal was more
favored by annexationists than was Benton's because it did not require
the pennission of Mexico, but it too failed by a solidly partisan vote."
In its stand on the Texas annexation treaty, the Northwest showed itself
to be representative of the nation. The national Whig press opposed annexation; the Democratic press supported it. The same alignment held in the

party press of the Old Northwest.
Ohio led the opposition, denouncing annexation as a Tyler project, a war
measure, an economic blunder, a means to extend slavery, and a part of a
conspiracy to strengthen the political power of the South. Newspapers of
both parties in Indiana and Michigan failed to deal with the treaty as a
separate issue. The Illinois press reflected some interest in it as a separate
problem, but the Whig press tended to treat the question as one campaign
issue among many, no more important than a nu.mber of other partisan
measures.
Coming in as election year, the Texas treaty could not escape becoming
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a political football. J. P. Henderson and Isaac Van Zandt, Texas charges
d'affaires in Washington, sent to Anson Jones, the secretary of state of
Texas, a highly plausible explanation of the Senate's action. They pointed
out that many of those who voted against Texas favored annexation but
thought that it should be put off until after the election. tflt cannot be
disguised," they WTote, "that party considerations influenced many of those
who voted against the ratification. . . . The question of the annexation of
Texas has ... become strictly a party Question between the democrats and
Whigs in the pending contest for the next Presidency.'II' By June, 1844,
Texas annexation and politics could not be separated.
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ACCOUNT OF A JOURNEY THRO GH
NORTHEASTERN TEXAS
(Editor's Note. This is the second installment of an account of a trip
through Northeastern Texas made by Edward Smith.)
NOTE: Terrell W. Conner, Jr., President of the East Texas Historical
Association, is 0. collector of Texas Maps. Among the photocopies of maps
in his collection is a map showing the route of inspectors through NorthEastern Te."(as in 1849. He first thought this particular map had been made
for Inspectors of land certificates, but the map began in Jefferson and made
a circular route, instead of beginning or returning to Austin. Then he
realized that the year 1849 was not the date of the Inspection of Land
Certificates for they had been authorized by Fourth Congress of the Republic. Later he learned the map of the inspection trip through Texas in
1849 had been taken from 8 book which was written by an Englishman,
Edward Smith. Conner was intrigued by the map and was determined to
find the book from which it was taken. Through the assistance of the Daingerfield Public Library, he obtained 8 copy of Smith's book, and Conner
and his "ife working together made an exact typed copy, The East Texas
Historical Journal using Conner's copy is reproducing the book in three
installments.
As a result of Dr. Smith's report, in October 1850. about one hundred
English colonists arrived in Galveston and made 11 difficult overland trip
to the Bosque, some fifty miles north of Waco, and established a colony.
They settled in a fertile valley and established what they called the City
of Kent. Kent was carefuJly plotted. Inexperience, poor management by
the immigrant company, a severe winter, hostile Indians, unsanitary
dugout houses, and disease caused the colony to be abandoned. Some of
the colonists moved to other areas in Texas, some to other states, and a
few returned to Eng12l1d.
ACCOUNT OF A JOURNEY

through
NORTH-EASTERN TEXAS

Undertaken in 1849
Embodied in
A REPORT
To Which Are Appended
LEITERS AND VERBAL

CO~IM:UNICATlO

from Eminent Individuals

S
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Lists of Temperature; of prices of land, produce, Dnd articles of
merchandise; and of cost of carriage and labour; in several parts
of the Western and Southern States;
And the recently adopted

CONSTITUTION OF TEXAS
with
Maps From the Last Authentic Survey
by

EDWARD SAfiTH
M.D., LL.B., B.A., &C.
LONDO
Hamilton, Adams, & Co., Paternoster Row
Binningham: B. Hudson, Bull Street

1849
TO HENRY FREARSON, Esq.
Markets
At the present time, the market at the settler's door demands aU the
grain and fodder which he ean raise. and also all the cows and calves. and

well-broke steers. The fat cattle in all parts of N. E. Texas, are purchased
by dealers, and driven to Sbreeveporl (sic), whence they are shipped to
New Orleans. In this manner the farmer obtains two or three cents per
lb. on foot. The most profitable mode of selling is for one settler to have
the charge of all the fat cattle of his neighbours, :1nd to take them to New
Orleans. We were informed that steers which were purchased for $10 in
Lamar County, Texas. were sold for $45 in New Orleans. No cost would
be incurred to drive them to Shreeveport (sic), beyond that of the hire
of a drover; and $5 is the cost of carriage from Shreeveport (sic) to
New Orleans. Thus the latter mode will yield at least $20 per head over
the former. There is always n good market for the cattle in New Orleans,
where they are killed for consumption in the city. or shipped to various
parts of Louisiana, and the West India Islands.
The stock of horses and mules is not large, so that the greater portion
of them are sold at home; and they will meet with ready sale at proper
seasons, on all the cotton-lands of Texas. and Louisiana, at New Orleans.
Sheep are scarcely articles of sale at present. Tobacco has not been exported. Wax, honey, and all other productions, have their market at
New Orleans.
When grain shall be grown in quantity too large for home consumption,
it will meet with a ready market on Red River, and the adjoining lakes.
Corn may be used for other purposes than that of food, as in the distilla-
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tioD of raw spirit, so extensively carried on in nlinois and Ohio. The
present high prices of corn in Texas would forbid this, since it is cheaper
to import the s;>irit a distance of 2,500 miles, from those parts where com
is so much cheaper. The present rate of freight, and the lack of railroad
communication would prevent its exportation under ordinary circumstances.
It if, very evident that the planters of the cotton lands in Eastern Texas,
and of Western Louisiana, must be supplied with flour, stock, and fat
cattle, from the northern prairies; and this market will absorb all the
surVlus produce for many years to come. But besides this, New Orleans
offers an abundant market to the Te."as Carmer, who can supply it 80 long
in advance of the fanners of the Western States.
No place can assure itself of a better and more permanent market
than may the prairies of orthern Texas.
'Voter
Three very distinguishable kinds of water are met with in N. E. Texas.
1st. The tasteless water derived from the sandy strata. It is common
on all the sandy soil; it is very excellent and very abundant in springs
and creeks on the woodland, and in springs and wells on the prairies.
2nd. The limestone water, which is found everywhere on the black soil.
Wher- the quality of impregnated lime is very small, the water was not
disagreeable to us; but, on other occasions, it had n flavour not agreeable
to the uninitiated. This taste is precisely like that of the water in Ohio.
Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, l\lichigan, and all the Western States. Those
who are accustomed to its use become very fond of it, and cannot be induced to dl'ink the sandstone water, which is too insipid for their taste. The
mpdical men and other settlers agree in the opinion that it is very healthful, and in no wise promotes the attacks of disease. This water is abundant
in springs and creeks, and from wells dug in the soft limestone of the
northern counties. The settlers in Red River County prefer to cut cisterns
in this soft limestone. or in the soapstone, or to make them of cement;
for the w~ter thus collected is of a higher temperature than that from
springs, and may, therefore, they think, be drank with more impunity. This
mooe of cistern build inK is common in Kentucky, Louisiana, rtIinois, and
mnn~' other states. We found many wells dug by the settlers on our route,
As widow Joh:lson's. fifteen miles (!"'Om .Jefferson. there is one twenty-eight
feet deep, of which twenty-four are of sand, and four of ironstone marl.
Mr. France, on Sulphur Pr~irie, haJ'\ one twenty-three feet deepi twenty
feet of )-ellow Chly, and three of limestone boulders. Mr. Do~g, R",g
W:t.l1ow Prairie. has 8 well twelve feet d ep in soil, clay and loose gravel.
At Paris there nre many weBs; the public well is flfty·six feet deep. of
S3Ild, red clay. and soapstone. At Mr. Earp's, twenty miles west of Marshall, the well is sixteen feet deep in clay and white sand. Another well,
five miles east of Mr. Earp's, is eighteen feet deep.
These varieties of water are so deliciously soft that we never used
soap in washing ourselves.
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3rc!. The mineral water. This is usually impregnated with iron, and
haA> a brackish taste. We found it in some small creeks where iron ore

abounds; but so slight was the impregnation that it wos seldom unpleasant
to our use or our horses. We were informed that this water is commonly
met with in the creeks and springs of Denton County, and was of serious
injury to the French Colonists. As in our own country, ironstone water
is a strong stimulant, and its continued use will induce fever; but it may
be avoided by settlers, since good water may be most readily obtained
by digging wells. In every part of our joumeyings, we found excellent
water, with the exception of one place on our Southern route, where we
trA.velled thirty miles without finding a settler. Many settlers attach an
extravagant value to their well or spring, for we were frequently
i1".Iormed that theirs would be the last good water which we should drink.
There is abundance of slock water throughout the whole N. E. district.
Sulphur springs are not met with in various parts of the country; a
valuable one is situated on Col. Reiley's land, on the spot where the town
was proposed to be located.
Salt Springs. There are several salt prairies in northeastern Texas. One
is situated in Van Zampt (sic) county, and is called Jordan's Saline. The
prnirie is of good size, and an abundance of strong brine is procured from
wells dug twenty feet in depth. The works are small, producing 500
bushels of salt per month, which meets with a ready sale. There is also
a Saline on the Sabine which is said to be equally well supplied with salt.
The snit thus produced is very impure. They evaporate the brine in cast
iron boilers; and being ignorant of chemistry, they do not attempt to
separnte the useless ingredients. This impure salt sells at 626 cents per
bushel. The settlers find it to their advantage to purchase the salt which
is Imported from New Odeans, and the cost of carriage being considerable it is an expensive article; but so soon as persons properly informed
shall undertake the management of these works, a good article will be
procured by the settlers at a very moderate charge. Salt licks are very
nbundant, [ saw many, where herds of buffaloe fonnerly congregated, and
which now are frequented by deer and cattle.
Minerals

We met with immense hills of iron ore, which was said to be, and
appeared to be. of excellent quality, in Caas and Titus counties, and on
~cattered districts in Hopkins and Marshall counties. It abounds in Denton a.nd Cooke counties, up to, and beyond, the c.ross timbers. This iron
Iieoi upon the surface, and can be purchased for three shillings per acre.
We were informed that a furnace is established on the Cypress Creek.
We mw a blast at Marshall, where pig iron is used for castings; but we
hav~ not seen n smelting {-ornace. It is well known that Texas abounds
\\;th iron ore of first-rate quality.
Other minerals are said to have been found in N. E. Texas, but we
have not seen any. e.xcept certain nodules in the soft limestone, which
are sometimes found of very large size.
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Coal. This mineral is undoubtedly found in the western part of the
State, where the Spaniards and Mexicans formerly worked numerous
mines; but in N. E. Texas none has been sought fOT, so far as we have
heard. This subject attracts no attention in Texas, since the best charcoal
can be- made in abundance, and almost without costi and the best iron in
the other States is made by the aid of charcoal. Pine charcoal is sold
retail to smiths at sLx cents per bushel.
Clay. Blue, red, and yellow clay abound universally. I am not aware
that we have seen a foot of soil which was not supported by clay, either
directly OT indirectly, and the bed is usually of considerable thickness.
Brick making is carried on on a small scale only, and chiefly for private
use. But very little intelligence is associated with the undertaking, and,
whilst it is believed that the clay is excellently adapted for brick making,
they produce an inferior article only, by neglecting to work the clay, and
by using too much sand. The bricks are brittle, but are said to harden
on exposure to air. I am unable to say, if this clay be suited for the manufacture of crockery or of fire bricks.
Limestone is very universally distributed over Texas and all the Western States. On the black soil, at the heads of the Trinity, it approaches
to the surface, where it forms what are tenned lime points. This is the
magnesian limestone, and is soft and very easily cut with the tool so that
is very suitable (or the lapidary and for inner building work. It is used
in the construction of chimneys, but is liable to disintegrate on exposure
to air. The blue-lias is found several feet below the surface, on the North
Sulphur fork, and at the heads of the Trinity, and probably in many
other places. It is of good quality and makes good lime end enduring stone
work. In no part of the country has any exploration been made for this
or any other mineral, and therefore it has been discovered in the beds
of the streams only. It is universally asserted that good limestone may
be met with everywhere.
Soap and Toad Stone are found in various parts of the country, and
we saw them in dets.ched masses in Hopkins and Dallas counties.

Sand Stone undoubtedly exists under the sandy soil, but since there are
no quarries, we saw but little of it. We found n bed of very hard and
close grain near to DaUas and on the Sulphurs.
Labour
10 Titus county, labour costs $16 per month.
In Hopkins county, labour costs $8 to $12 per month, and is plentiful.
In Lamar county, labour costs $8 to $10 per month, and is plentiful.
1n White Oak Settlement, labour costs $12 to $15 per month, and is scarce.
We found labour tolerably abundant, as a whole, except in harvest and
ploughing seasons; and the cost of it is reasonable. Two circumstances will
prevent its being abundant during many yen,rs to come.
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First. Land may be procured on most easy terms, and the required cultivation is but little. The poor man may therefore live on his own farm with
more comfort and profit than in occupying the position of hired servant
to another. Some settlers, who are more than usually industrious, keep
their own farms, and at certain seasons also hire themselves as labourers
to others.
Secondly. The settlers have usuaUy been poor on their arrival, and could
not pay for hired labour; and the produce raised by them being small in
quantity and restricted to a few articles, they have not required it. Thus no
enr::ouragement has been offered to labourers, and consequently they have
become farmers themselves. It appears that a large number of young men
run over all the Western States and Texas, and hire themselves for short
periods; but they cannot be depended upon. Mechanics are scarce and obtain
very high wages.
A colony should import every kind of labour. Even farm labourers would
be useful, since the American labourer is not accustomed to, and will not
bear, the vigilant eye of an English employer to be always upon him.
Shepherds, who well understand their business, smiths, wheelwrights, carpenters, bricklayers, tanners, shoe-makers. tailors, engineers, and practical
chemists, may be taken there with advantage.
It is highly probable that the high wages and abundant demand for labour
would entice the imported mechanics from their employers, unless efficient
means were employed to prevent it. No doubt exists as to the practicability of entering into a legal agreement here, which shall be recognized in Texas; but although justice is there well administered in every
county, the mechanics would have so many means of escape, that it would
not pay to follow them to inflict punishment. It is therefore essential that
the mechanics selected should be those upon whose honour implicit relianc~ may be placed. I would advise that they be informed fairly of the
temptations which await them there. and that a liberal remuneration
be offered to them for a limited period. An honest man might thus improve his present condition, and faithfully benefit his employer. The
agreement ought still to be in writing and witnessed, so that no misunderstanding might ensue. It would also be well to bind him by selfinterest, as by offering him a share of the profits, or by requiring him
to pay his own expenses out, to be returned to him if he fulfilled his
agre6cment. Sureties might enter into a bond available in England, to
ensu.re tile payment of a certain amount, if the mechanic broke his engagement; provided that some mode of proof could be agreed upon between the parties. A mechanic. who can work out of his trade as well as
in it, would be more useful than a better workman who attends but to
one employment. I would advise that they be married men, with families;
one or more children being above eight years of age; and that they be
teetotallers. The wife and children might be profitably employed in
domestic matters.
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Manufactures

Perhaps no country offers so many advantages tv manufacturers as does
Texas. There the great staple articles, cotton, \Vool, silk, and flax, grow in
perfection, whilst the mechanic would be surrounded with the necessaries
anrl comforts of life at a very small cost. Water power is met with on the
Cypress Creek, Lilly's Creek. the Sulphurs, Sabine, Bois d'Arc, Sister Grove
Creek, East Fork, and other heads of the Trinity; but it cannot he said
to be plentiful, and therefore steam power must supply its place. The
fuel for this purpose is purchased at half-a-dollar per acre, and the only
e.'"(J)ense would be for cutting and carrying it.
Cleaning and carding of cotton and wool; tanning; shoe and harness
making; tobacco manufacturing; wine brandies, and spirit making; wood
sawing and grain grinding; iron smelting, casting, and working; the
manufacture of agricultural implements, and all kinds of wood-work. with
a thousand other occupations, could be most profitably established. Those
who are acquainted with Texas believe that it will place itself in the first
rank as a manufacturing as well as producing country. At present the
length and bre3dth of the country is open to the manufacturer, and he
would be welcomed with open arms by every settler.
Security

1st. As it respects men.
The most perfect security to life and property reigns throughout N. E.
Texas. far more perfect than can be found in the Eastern States, or in
Europe, or indeed in any well-peopled country. We travelled alone by day
and night, and never received incivility or injury; and the only attempt
to impose upon us was by one of our own countrymen. The inhabitants
behaved very kindly to us, nnd on several occasions would not be paid
for our board nnd lodging. They are exceedingly desirous to receive new
settlers, knowing that the resources of their country will thus become
developed. nnd their own property increased in value; and therefore they
are not likely to offer injury to those whom they desire to receive amongst
them. They are too rich to render theft worthy of their attention. Unprotected loaded wnggons, which have broken down on the highroad, have
been known to remain unmolested for many days. They boast of their
admitted honesty in paying their debts, and in n legal regard for the
rights and property of others. The only occasion on which we were robbed
in Texas, reflects credit upon their honesty. On leaving the house of Mr.
Bean, on June 14, I discovered that a pair of pistols had been stolen from
my saddle-bags. 1 informed the old gentleman of my loss, but was
unable to affirm that he or his people had stolen them, for we had spent
some hours amoc.gst the Creek Indians on the cby before, and since that
time I had not examined my bags, which were always unlocked. Be
repiied that he did not think that anyone about his bouse would be guilty
of such an act; and in a discontented mood, I proceeded on my journey.
\Ve travelled twenty-four miles during the day, and at night staid (sic)
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at the bouse of Colonel Wells; and in the following morning, about five
o'clock, I was surprised with a visit from Mr. Bean, Junior, who had
bronght me one of the pistols. He said that he was not aware of my having
10!lt two pistols, and that this one had been brought to him on the yesterday afternoon by one of his slaves, who stated that he had found it on
the road. Having informed him of my having lost two pistols, ] then
requested him to go borne. and find the other pistol. whilst we stayed at
Col. Wells's. and let me have it in the morning. To bring this pistol had
cost him a ride of forty-eight miles. and be was unwilling to bring the
other at the same cost, and offered me six dollars in lieu of the lost
pistol. This I refused, and he departed. The next morning a messenger
brought the other pistol, which had been sold to the California Camp by
the same Negro, who had restored the former one. They showed not a
little honesty, to follow a stranger one bundred miles with a pair of lost
pistols. and I doubt if such honesty would be met with in England. The
settlers are a mixture of races from Europe, and the Northern and
Southern states, but we did not find a Spaniard or Mexican amongst
them. From them we received only kindness and courtesy.
The eastern portion of the country through we have travelled was very
unsettled, until a very recent period. Many persons of every rank in life,
who had committed crimes in the United States, fled to the woods of
Texas, where they were securely hid from their pursuers. They often
carried intelligence, and knowledge. and not unfrequently dispositions,
fitted for the production of every crime. When the number of these persons
had multiplied, the old settlers found life and property to be insecure, and
they thought it to be necessary to adopt measures to drive away the
intruders. This could not be effected by any legal process, since the criminm could readily escape into the woods, and he had associates who would
sweRr alike to facts and falsehoods. This was precisely the condition of
things along the Mississippi Valley, and in all the Western Slates, as
recently so ten or fifteen years ago, and there, as in Texas, Lynchlaw was
put in force against the offenders. A number of the old settlers united
themselves into a b:md, and called themselves the "Regulators,,' and whenever a settler became notorious as a murderer or thief, they gave him
the choice of being hung, or of fleeing from the neighborhood. The operations of this band soon exceeded the bounds of prudence, and a new one
arose called the "Moderators," for the purpose of restraining the zeal of
the Regulators. A deadly feud sprung up betwixt the bands. and the lives
and property of the members, and their adherents, (but of these only)
were far more insecure than they had been before the Regulators were
organized. Set battles occurred betwixt these men trained to the use of the
rifle. and hundreds of them were killed in the engagements, until the
Government interposed with a body of soldiers, and broke up the bands.
and pennanentIy established peace in the country. It win be observed that
these bands arose for the promotion of the public good, and it is to the
excess of their zeal in a good cause that the ill fame of Texas may be
attributed. Many of those who bad formerly fled from justice were hanged
or shot. and many others were compelled to leave the country. Such
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persons could Dot remain for 8 long time in any place, and many of them
went to the Mexican war, and others to California. Of those who went to
Mexico, but few have returned to Texas, since the Mexican "war bounty"
of lands could not be located there, owing to the Federal Government not
possessing lands in the state. Some of these persons may have sold their
certificates, and have returned to the country, but the major part of them
would go into the Western States where their Land Wattants could be
located.

The law is now firmly administered in N. E. Texas, and its influence
keenly felt, 8S the following case will prove:
A Mr. Thomas of Hopkins county, with whom we lodged, was recently
annoyed by a stray steer which would climb up the roof of his corn-bouse,
lift up the door with his horns, and help himself to the corn. Corn was
then selling at one-and-a-quarter dollars per bushel. and the loss became
serious. He drove away the steer repeatedly. and as repeatedly did it
return. He made diligent inquiry for the owner, but he could not be found,
and the law which permitted him to impound a horse, forbad the impounding of a steer. He had heard that if an ox be shot through the horn, he
will leave the neighbourhood; and thereupon he took his rifle. and did so.
Now an owner was found, who indicted him for shooting his ox with malicious intent; the which, if proved, would have subjected the offender to
imprisonment in the State prison. The malicious intent could not be proved,
and he was condemned to pay for the injury which he had caused, which
was valued at four dollars; the which, together with costs on both sides,
amounted to ninety dollars.
The Law of 'fe.xas forbids gambling, under a heavy penalty. to be sued
for by presentment to the Grand Jury, a body which has far more power
in the United States than in our country. On two occasions, Thomas had
been seen to pl!lY at cards, one game only on each occasion, and for one
dollar per game, and he with eleven othe,rs had been arraigned before
the Grand Jury, and would have to appear at the trial in three or four
weeks. He now, not only knew, but felt, that either to win or to lose his
case would be a 10SSi and so much did he fear the law and lawyers, that
he had offered his farm for sale, in order to run away before the trial
came on.
The Indians are not met with in Texas. except in the mountainous district of the northwest, and on the prairies to the west of the cross timbers.
The Cherokees. Choctaws, and Chickasaws, occupy the Indian Territory
and a part of the State of Arkansas, all to the north of Texas.
The Cherokees boast that they have never shed the blood of white
man. Each of these nations has regularly organized courts of law, after
the European fashion, with judges and counsellors of their own nation.
They have newspapers printed by and amongst themselves; and the gentle
editor of the LoweU Offering is not ashamed to exchange her journal with
them. Many of them are wealthy, as the result of industrious farming and
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a large portion of these nations are devoting themselves to agricultural
pursuits. Their sons sre sent to the Eastern States to be educated, and
their daughters are found in the schools of Clarkesville and Paris, in N. E.
Texas. They have adopted the dress of Europeans, and speak the English
language fluently. The members of the State receive a small pension from
the American Government. The Indians of the pure breed are still of a
highly honourable nature, for the captain of a steam boat plying up the
Arkansas River told me that in selling wood, they were anxious to make
the pile as solid as possible, whilst the civilized white prefers to adopt
the opposite course. The half-breeds are becoming numerous, and with an
increased degree of intelligence, have a far less amount of honesty than
the pure Indian. In order to prevent evil passions, the National Govern·
rnent forbids the introduction of ardent spirits into their territory, and
a troop of mounted Rangers is sustained by it, to watch along the borders
of the State, and at the various landing places on the rivers, to prevent
its importation. They will expel any foreigner from their territory who
has rendered himself amenable to the laws of other countries, if a rep·
resentation be properly made to them by the leg3l authorities. The
Comanches, and other tribes, are still dangerous in the north and southwest. Even so recently as three years ago. they inhabited the counties
of Dallas, Cooke, Collins. Grayson and Denton; and although they did
not kill the white man, they stole their horses, and kept them in great
fear. Now they are altogether removed, and we travelled alone through
those counties in perfect safety, and without fear. The Comanches, even,
do not profess hatred to the Americans, for they assisted General Taylor
in the Mexican War, but it is against their former oppressors and enemies,
the Mexicans, that they wager war, and in these frays Americans are
SOMetimes killed. No Indians now remain in north east Texas, and during
the past four years perfect security has been enjoyed by all persons.
During many years no civil traveller has been otherwise than kindly
treated by both settlers and Indians.
2nd. As it regards beasts, reptiles, and insects.
Bears have been very plentiful in Texas, but are not found in the
River bottoms. They were very valuable to the early settlers, by supplying the place of bacon, and furnishing oil valuable for domestic purposes. Now that hogs are plentiful, bears are not so much valued, but
still their flesh is highly prized. The settlers hnnt them in the winter
months, and I purchased the skin of one out of forty-four, which were
killed in one bottom, during the winter of 1847-48. The bear is never seen
in the open country, nor indeed in the river bottoms, except in close cane
brskes, far from the haunts of men. The hunters, accompanied by trained
do~s, enter their brakes on foot, and having fallen upon the track of a
bear, commence an arduous pursuit of many miles unless they can surround their prey, and compel him to mount a tree, where they shoot him
at their leisure. The sport is most fatiguing, but not dangerous. They
sometimes destroy the hogs wandering in the woods at a distance from
the habitation of the settler; and on this account also, the settler hunts
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them and drives them into more unfrequented places. They are fast disappearing; a fact much regretted by many of the settlers, for no danger
to man is ever apprehended. We travelled alone through dense woods and
cane brakes, and around us were the tracks of bears and other beasts,
but with one exception, we never believed ourselves to be in the slightest
danger.
This serious recontre occurred on the evening of May 31st. On the
preceding day we had lost our way in the Sulphur River bottom, and
had been filled with alarm at seeing the tracks of bears and other unwelcome creatures in that unfrequented place. On the evening just indicated, we travelled in the southeastern portion of Lamar county, in a
low marshy district, and were infonned by Mr. Doss that we should certainly see herds of deer during our evening's ride. Mr. Friend had a
good rifle, and was anxious to have an opportunity of carrying a fat buck
to our next host. We set out in good spirits, but had not proceeded far
before we fell upon the track of a bear, quite recently made, and which
kept in the open road, along which we must travel j the which led us to
believe that we should not meet with pleasant companions. After a time
we thought that we had lost the right path, and the bears tracks rendered
it imperative that we should not get out of the frequented road. Mr.
Barrow proceeded onward. whilst I returned to examine our route, and
having found that we were in the right path I hastened to join him. But
a misfortune occurred which again tended to disturb our equanimity.
On crossing a very narrow creek, my horse unexpectedly became fast in
the mud, and we fell together into the river. Mr. Barrow hastened to
lend me his hand, having got out, we took my gun and heavy saddle bags
oft' the horse and got him safely out. I then commenced re-saddling, and
on looking round found Mr. Barrow's horse standing behind the bushes,
and his appearance revealed what his rider was not anxious to tell. that
he too had not preserved the perpendicular. Somewhat disturbed in
spirits, we re-mounted, and in silence pursued our journey, and at length
entered a spot which appeared likely to find us sport. This was a small
open space, one-eighth of a mile in width. having an open wood on an
elevated ground on the one hand, and another on the declivity on the other
hand. We now separated and prepared for sport. carrying our guns in our
hands, and straining our eyes to discover the deer, browsing in the shade
of the wood. We rode in silence for some minutes, when suddenly my
friend's attention was arrested by a suspicious looking object crouching
in a ditch about one hundred yards in advance of his horse. He very significantly attracted my attention, and pointed to this creature. I rode to
his side, and we commenced an examination, which ended in finding a
grizzly bear directly ahead of us. What must we do, fight, retire, or
avoid him, by turning on one side? Our English blood seemed to prefer
the former course, and our abundant supply of weapons bad the audacity
to encourage us, for I had a double-barrelled shot gun, and a brace of
pistols. and my friend an e..,<cellent large bored rifle and a brace of pistols
also; thus giving us the chance of seven shots at our fierce enemy. But again,
we remembered that we had never fought with a bearj we could not rely
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upon the certainty of our aim; we knew that a wounded bear shows no
quarter; nnd we could not fly from him, for our horses were too jaded,
and the soil was deep and soft, and the land was woodland. Now thought
of home, of dear fire-sides, of a loved wife, of children, and of an-xions
friends, rushed into the mind. What if one or both of us should die? Our
duty did not require us to undertake such a risk, and it would be to rashly
tempt Providence to leave us to our fate. We could not bring ourselves to
adopt the second alternative, since that would evidence, what we did
not like to tell even to ourselves----cowardice. The third expedient seemed
impracticable, for we had heard that the gl'izzly bea.l· never turns out of
his way, and it might be that on this occasion he would be disposed to
pursue, if we attempted to pass by him. This was an awful moment, but
it was but a moment, for speedily we saw him move, and he dragged
his hind parts after him. Now, hurrah! fifty tons were in an instant
removed from our shoulders, OUI courage rose high) very distinct notions
flitted across our minds of the encomiums which would be bestowed upon
us when we presented the skin and claws of a grizzly bear to our wondering country women. We were now all activity, and agreed upon our
plan of attack. Our pistols wel:e removed fl'om their cases, and laid on
our knees. Our guns, newly capped, were cocked, and held in the hands.
My friend was to advance within fifty yards of the dreaded beast, and
take a deliberate aim at the vulnerable point behind the shoulder and
discharge his rifle. I was to wheel around a little, and approach somewhat
nearer with my horse's head towards the foe, and having both my barrels
ready cocked. to hold my gun to my shoulder and discharge them, if my
friends aim should not prove true. He placed himself, and now came the
awful moment. We drew in our breath, and I very cautiously advanced
near to my position, wben,-O, hOlTible, it proved to be a hog.
The grizzly bear is far more dangerous than the black bear, but he is
not fOWld in N. E. Texas.
Panthers have existed in N. E. Texns in great numbers. Judge English,
one of the early pioneers, stated that he and his party had shot more than
sixty of them in one year. They are now scarce, and whenever onc is discovered in any neighbourhood, the settlers joyfully make a band of
hunters) and assisted by their dogs, soon possess themselves of the skin.
These creatures have been most useful to the country, in joining with
wolves, buzzards, and other scavengers, in devouring animals about to
die from age, injury, or disease. An..imal life is most abundant in Texas,
and man, or wild beasts, a.re requisite to keep it within due bounds. There
are no jungles there, and therefore no suitable lail·s for the panther,
and he crouches in the long grass of the river bottoms. He is very cowardly, and even when urged by hunger will run away from a man if pursued by him.
Wolves formerly annoyed the settler by stealing his sheep, lambs, calves,
and young hogs. We have trnvelled under almost every variety of circumstances, and have never seen nor hea rei them. The settler keeps hounds
which go out in pairs to hunt the wolves, bears, and other beasts; rernain-
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ing absent for one or more days at a time. In this manner, these creatures
are driven from the settlers, and are compelled to lead the van of civilization. Deer and other game being abundant, wolves do not become ferocious. We frequently saw the well-picked bones of oxen, which bad been
left by the traveller to die, showing that the wolf had served his country.
The wild cat is as large as a small fox, and will fight fiercely when
attacked, but othenvise will never be seen. They are neither important
nor abundant enough to injul"e the settler, or to find worthy sport for
the hunter.
The racoon steals the fowls of the farmer, but the dogs keep up a
continual watch against him. On leaving the house of Col. Wells, before

mentioned, I found three dogs crouching nt the foot of a tall tree. On
seeing me. they commenced barking furiously, looking up the tree, I then
discovered a racoon, lying very close to the top most branch, and believing it to be a squirrel, I shot him, He clung with great tenacity to the
tree, but at length Cell, llnd was most fiercely received by his wniting
enemies, to anyone of whom he was no equal match. They are larger
than a cat.
AJIigators abound in the Gulf, in all the mouths of the Mississippi, and
up that river for several hundreds of miles. Its favourite haunts are the
sluggish bayous and lakes of Louisiana. It does not frequent rivers with
high banks, nor where there is a rapid current. We saw a few lying
on logs in the Mississippi and Red Rivers, the which were invariably shot
at by the passengers. Men usually exercise a little prudence when fishing
on the low b::mks of these stl'eams, but they will quietly pursue their
occupation when one is lying on a neighbouring Jog watching for the fish
which they may catch. We saw boys and men bathing from logs in the
Mississippi and Red Rivers, and young pigs, lambs, and calves, quietly
feeding upon the banks, or drinking the water in the river. The alligator
appears to have the like predilection of dog flesh which the wolf has for
that of the horse. II a dog be beaten near to the banks of these bayous,
the waters immediately are living with alligator's eyes. A dog in the
rivel' has but a poor chance of escape, unless he turn around and fight
the alligator, which then flees, and pursues again as soon as the dog tries
to escape. They prefer a negro to a white, and a black dog one of any
other colour. On land they are not formidable, since they cannot turn
with facility. We understand that they are found in the lakes near to
Jefferson, and in the Sulphur fork, but they do not frequent the Sabine
and Trinity Rivers so high as the point examined by us.
The Alligator Gar is a fish abounding in the Gulf and up the Mississippi, even to the mouth of the Ohio. These creatures are far more feared
than alligators, since they nre more numerous and more agile, and are
not seen until they stri.ke. They resemble the shark, and render it dangerous to put the hand or foot over the boat's side into the water. It is
not found in Texns. (Note: It is interesting to note that the gar is now
found in backwaters of the Neches and Trinity Rivers.)
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The Rattlesnake and the Mocassin Snake are found in marshy places
remote from the path of man. I have seen but two rattlesnakes and not
one mocamn. The one was in Texas and lay dead on the road; the other
was in a low place on the banks of Ute Mississippi, where the steam
boat took in wood. The latter was observed near to a knot of the pas·
sengers who were standing in the grass, and was at once killed by one of
them striking it with a rait. The skin was too injured to render it worth
being preserved. The fangs are long, very narrow, and bent, and lie flat
in the mouth until the snake darts, when they are raised and may infi,iet
a wound. These snakes are frequently killed with a stick a loot long, since
they cannot strike without being first coiled up. It is unwise to attack them
from behind, since they can throw themselves backward a short distance
without being coiled. The settlers are cautious, but do not fear them, for
they warn the intruder by their rattle, which must be used before they coil,
and therefore hefore they can hite. We met with ladies who had killed
them. The huntsman guards against them by wearing long buck-skin overalls through which the fangs of the snake cannot pierce, and marches
securely and carelessly through a wild or marshy district. I have accompanied the huntsman repeatedly in hunting in close woods and river bottoms, and that without over-aUs, and never knew myself to he in any
danger. The ~fissiS8ippi Valley and the Western States formerly abounded
in these noxious creatures, when the settlers set apart one day in a week
for their destruction. each one usually killing thirty or forty before taking
breakfast. The medical remedy for their bite, is the free internal and
external use of ammonia and other nervous stimulants; hut since these
are not usually at hand, the popular remedy is far better-viz, to dash
cold water abundantly upon the part, or to stand in a river for five or aix
hours, if the lower extremities should have been bitten. I was assured
by a fellow passenger that he had saved a dog by this remedy, and by
another, that his brother escaped by standing in the river. There are
other snakes, as the black chicken snake, which are harmless, and one of
these, I killed and skinned. Snak"" of aI) kinds live on rats and smaIJ
animals, and aze themselves deatroyed in multitudes, by hogs and rapacious birds. ] saw a number of goBS hawks eagerly devouring a rattlesnake..
The Tarantula exists abundantly in some unfrequented districts. I saw
it twice. One walked into the streets of McKinney, and was quietly killed
by putting the foot of a chair upon it. They cannot jump, and may be killed
without the slightest danger. They are usually found On steep hills, in
woods, and we were warned of their approach by the rustling of leaves.
The Centipede I have not seen. Its bite is accounted to be more dangerous than that of the Tarantula. It inhabits the like places with the
Tarantula, and gives the like warning of its approach. The settlers do not
sit or He down in their haunts, nor in any place, without first examining
the ground, but we lay upon the ground some hoUl'S every day, without
finding any of these creatures. They are dangerous if disturbed whilst
creeping over the person. The danger is far less from the bites of these
inRects, than from that of the Rattlesnake, but the effect remains for many
years. Ammonia and olive oil are the remedies, and must be used freely.
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AU these nox:ious creatures avoid the habitations and paths of men.
None will be the aggressor, but will flee if they have the opportunity; and
with a very little caution, no danger needs to be apprehended. An ordinary
precaution is, to take a box of lucifer matches; the light and smell from
which, repel the attacks of any of them.
Mosquitoes are found in wet woodlands, and there only. At Jefferson we
were much annoyed with them, but with this exception, and that of portions of the river bottoms ond hog-wallow places, we never saw them in
Texas. N. E. Texas as a whole, is free from them; and the settlers do not
use mostquito bars. Trees may be planted around the dwellings in dry
places, without fearing to harbour these creatures; but in wet localities,
it is well to live away from the wood. They are of a very light frame,
and a light breeze blows them away.
The prairie fly annoyed our horses for a day or two when the sun
shone brilliantly, but they do not bite when the sun is shaded. They
are confined to sandy and hog-wallow prairies, where the slow moving
oxen are sometimes seriously injured by them. Travellers avoid them
by using cotton netting to the horses, and by journeying at the dawn
and close of day in summer.
Laws Respecting Aliens
By paragraph four, of section eight, of the Constitution of the United
St:1tes, Con~s is empowered to establish a uniform role of naturalization for all the States.
It is the duty of an alien resident of the United States who wishes to
become a citizen, to make the required declaration in a Court of Record;
after which, he it entitled to the protection of the State, and enjoys some
of the privileges o! a citizen, and in five years he may demand letters
of naturalization. Having become a citizen. he is eligible to every office
in the State of Texas, after conforming to the laws, as regards length oC
residence, etc. He must have been a citizen of the United States seven
years, before he is eligible as Representative in Congress and nine years
before he can become a member of the United States Senate. The only
office in connection with the United States government to which he will
e\·er remain ineligible is that of President.
The right of aliens to vote under any municipal charter will of course
depend upon the provisions of the charter. Almost every town in Texas
has its charter of incorporation.
The basis of the law in Te.'"l:8S as in all the United States. is the old
common law of England, which there remains in full Corce. unless altered
by Statute. The Statutes of Texas are published in two volumes, which
any settler may obtain. The forms of law are simplified copies of those
of England.
From the Hon. Judge Mills. who presides over one of the nonhern
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districts, and resides at Clarksville, I learnt that no law whether of
Federal or State origin, forbids aliens to hold lands. They hold them
by courtesy, until they are naturalized, when they obtain the fee-simple,
but in the meantime they have fall power to dispose of them by deed or
devise, and therefore their possessions are 35 valuable as those of cit~
izens. No special tax is imposed upon aliens.
The Constitution of Texas is an enlightened nod liberal one, i.n which
all the excellent provisions of our own constitution have been embodied,
with the following notable alterations.
1st. There is no person nor class of persons entitled by hereditary
right to rule over the whole or any portion of the country, nor to hold
any office of honour, trust, or profit in it.

2nd. Treason works no corruption of blood.
3rd. There is no law of primogeniture, or of entail.
4th. There is no religion established and supported by law, and consequently, no toleration of dissenters.

5th. The suffrage is universal. No property qualification is required
from an eJector, and the basis of representation is not territorial, but
numerical.
6th. No property qualification nor religious test is required from the
candidate for the Governorship of the State. nor for a seat in either
house of the Legislature, nor for admission to any public office.
7th. Taxation is equal, unifonn, and direct.
8th. That part of the old common law which considers a married
woman as dead in law is abrogated by statute, giving to her even more
power than she possesses under the civil law. Thus any property possessed by her before marriage remains at her sole disposal aiter marriage; as also any property to which she may become entitled during
coverture. She may receive from and give to her husband a deed of
conveyance whilst under coverture.
Any deed of conveyance made by the husband requires for its full
validity the signature of the wife also. The homestead can never be taken
in execution for debt.

Taxes
The State imposes a tax of twenty cents upon each $100 worth of
property, whether real or personal; and the county has power to impose
a tax of half that amount.

Unimproved lands are usually valued by the county assessor at $ %
pe!' r.cre, hut the owner may return them as of higher value, if he desires
to do so. Two hundred and tifty dollars worth is allowed untaxed, to 311
persons, and some exceptions are made respecting stock, as that a horse,
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under four years old, is untaxed. The store keeper is required to make
a return of the actual value of all the goods which have been received
by him for sale, and the above-mentioned tax is payable upon every
hundred dollars worth 80 received. A poll-tax is placed upon every male
person of twenty-one years of age, including slaves; of this, the State
received $1 and the county may receive $~. A license is required in order
to practiee the professions of physician and lawyer, and perhaps some
others. These taxes are but nominal, when compared with those of our
own country, and all other taxes are imposed by local municipal authority.

Thus,
Dollars
100 acres of unimproved land, valued at
half-a-dollar per acre
50 net'es of improved land, valued at
one dollar per acre
House and furniture, valued at
StDek valued

50
50
80
150
Deduct

330
250

Dollars

80
24 cents
150 cents

upon which the tax would amount to

PolJ Tax

174 cents,
o.r under 8s/yeaT.

Dollars

A tradesman hasBouse and furniture, valued at
Borses and waggons, valued at
Yearly stock of goods

250
160
10,000

Deduct

10,410
250
10,160

His tax yearly would be 30* dollars, or about £6.

The public debt of Texas amounted, on January 1st, 1848, to five-and-ahalf millions of dollars, and the Government holds one-hundred-and-eighty
millions of acres of land, the which, valued at three cents per acre, will
pay the debt.
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The following is a list of the taxes assessed in Texas in 1847.

Dollars
40 millions of acres of land
valued at
22,237 town lots, valued at
37,106 Negroes, valued at
405,746 cattle, valued at
41.209 horses. valued at
Miscellaneous property, valued at

Total value of property assessed
Poll tax. 1 dollar

Dollars

Cents

25,127,566 Tax
2,984,398
12,131,268
1,662.071
1,721,691
1,675,174

51,500
5,968
24,262
3,324
3,443
3,350

80
53
14
38
35

45,302,168

91,849
18,504

o

20

o

110,353
or about £22,000
The following was the state of the revenue from February 19, 1846, to
December 31, 1847, or about 20 months:

From the Republic
From duties on import
direct taxes
licenses
indemnity from United States
miscellaneous sources
cash in treasury
From the State Government
direct and license Tnxes
misc. sources
Special deposits on account of estates

Dollars
51,206
21,154
7,692
26,922
2,673
19,297
76,837
268
162
206,211

Expenditures
Appropriations by State Government
AppropriAtions by Republic
County tax fund, and special deposits withdrawn
Fund reserved for education, one-tenth of revenue

121,103
15,643
211
7,710
144,667

Balance in Treasury, £12,500 or 61,546 dollars.
HealLhfulness of N. E. Texas

The general healthfulness of a country depends upon a variety of circumstances, some having their origin in natural causes, and others depending upon civilization. Both these classes exist at this moment in N. E.
Texas, but the former has a preponderating influence. The healthfulness
mainly rests upon the following matters.
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hit. The elevation of the country, or parts of the country above the
level of the se3, and of the bed of great rivers.
2nd. The nature of the soil.

3rd. The climate, as it respects temperature, rains, and winds.
4th. The food and water.
5th. The temperance and cleanliness of the people.
6th. The appearance of the country.
1st. The elevation of N. E. Texas. The precise elevation has not been
determined, but an approximation to the truth may be made. The Mississippi falls abont three inches per mile through its course from the falls
of St. Anthony to New Orleans, but below New Orleans the land is nearly
level, and abov~ the falls of St. Anthony the proportionate elevation increases most rapidly. The Red River has a current of equal average speed
to that of the Mississippi, nnd thence is presumed that the fall per mile
is also equal. The distance from New Orleans to ShreevepoIt (sic) is very
variously stated. but we were informed, whilst travelling on the river,
that it is nearly 800 miles through the windings of the river, whilst in a
right tine there is only 2% 0 of latitude betwixt them, causing the eleva·
tion in a right line to be fourteen inches per mile. This gives an eleva·
tion to Shreeveport (sic) of 200 feet above the level of the land lying in
30 0 of latitude, and this elevation in the longitude of Bonham or Dallas
is much above the level of the seaboard. That the elevation of Shreeveport
(sic) is far less than that of the northern prairies is evident from the
fact that the Red River receives branches from this ridge through a
space of nearly 1,000 miles above that town, and also that the current is
more rapid above than below Shreeveport (sic). The Sabi.ne and Trinity
are considerable rivers, even in the latitude of Sh.reeveport (sic), and
they arise by branches in this same elevated ridge. It is therefore
probable that this ridge varies in elevation from 500 to 1,000 feet above
the level of the sea and the level lowlands of the coast. But in this
portion of the country two main elevations are found; that of the river
bottoms and that of the intervening country. The river bottoms are
usually 'flat, and sometimes form a plain of considerable width, which is
subject to yearly inundations, except the higher portions, which remain
dry unless the overflow of the river be unusually high. Sulphur Fork, in
Bowie County, has a bottom which is overflowed yearly to a distance of
one-and-a-balf miles on either side of the river. Red River overflows its
first bottom yearly, and sometimes the water reaches to the second bottom.
The Sabine and the east fork of the Trinity have also extensive bottoms,
but the head waters of these rivers do not overflow, for the streams are
very numerous and small, and the rapid currents have worn deep channels
in the limestone bounding the creeks, so that in a few instances, as at
Dallas, we found the bed of the streams to be full fifty feet below the
surlace of the land. In such creeks the inundations occur only when crossin~5 have permitted the egress of the waters. The periodic inundations
result from the following causes:
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1st. The fall on the alluvial bottoms is but trifling, and when the \vater
descends from the many little creeks, it cannot flow through the main
river with sufficient rapidity.
2nd. The River beds in this alluvium are exceedingly tortuous, intro.
dueing many little eddies into the stream, and preventing a free current
down the river.
3rd. The river bottoms 3re uniformly covered \vith wood, and as the
soil is washed away from the banks, the trees fall into the river and
drift down the streams, so that some tree is at length arrested at a bend
of the river, and forms the nucleus of a river raft. These rafts, of
greater or less dimensions, exist or have existed in all the western and
southern rivers, and oppose most important barriers to the descent of
the waters.
But from whatever cause these inundations arise, it must be admitted
that they materially interfere with the ordinary communication between
the settlers situated on either side of the bottoms, and are liable to engender disease by inducing exhalations of decomposing matter.
It will not be possible to increase the general fall of the beds of these
rivers, but the inundations themselves are working a change equally efficacious by depositing a large quantity of sand and soil upon and near to
the overflowed banks. This deposit, by yearly increase, is rapidly raising
the banks and forming second, third, and fourth bottoms, which are not
overflowed. The tortuosity of the streams is daily lessening, as is readily
observed on the Mississippi and Red rivers, where we frequently traversed
cuts which had recently been made by the current, the which diminished
the distance by cutting off a bend, and constituted a portion of land into
an island. These bends are sometimes so large that a cut off of half a
mile in length, lessens the journey by ten to twenty miles, and is it under
these circumstances chietly, that the natural cut-off's are effected. As these
tortuousitie~ are diminished, the rapidity of the current will increase, and
tend to prevent the occurrences of inundations. Driftwood will be removed
by the influx of settlers, who will cultivate the rich soils of these narrow
bottoms, and cut down the wood bordering upon the rivers. When this wood
is removed. free evaporation will be permitted, the inundations will be of
shorter duration, and the formation of small stagnant pools and wet mud be
prevented. These "bottoms" now constitute almost the only difficulty offered to the traveller and to the settler, and before many years have passed
away, the above-mentioned causes will have effected their removal.
The country intervening betwixt the streams is invariably high and undulating, above the line of elevation of marshy miasmata, and naturally
draining itself. This is the source of the creeks, and the fall is rapid. It
constitutes nearly the whole of N. E. Texas, the river bottoms bearing no
appreciable proportion to it. Thus the elevation of the country, as a whole,
is favorable to health.
2nd. The Nature of the Soil. That kind of soil will most tend to health
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which most readily promotes percolation, and therefore the sandy soil
must occupy the foremost rank. This is found on nearly all the woodland of N. E. Texas, and also on the prairies of Hopkins and Kaufman
counties, where the elevation of the hills also promotes drainage, and the
soil is washed from the ridges and deposited in the vallies. The hmy districts wiU thus be more healthful than the small vallies.
The limy soil does not readily permit the percolation of rain, water.
and therefore the vapour is thrown into the atmosphere in large quan·
tities. Much of the Red River soil is of this nature, as is also a large
portion of the black loam of the northern and western prairies. The lime
is not 80 abundant in these soils as to materially interfere with the passage
of the water; but they must be somewhat less healthful than the sandy soil.
The basis of the soil being clay, which is impermeable. has induced the
formation of the many small creeks, which drain the land are found in
greater abundance upon the limy than the sandy soil. In the same soil
the woodland is less healthful than the p,rairie, from the want of due
evaporation in the former, inducing the formation of wet places, and increasing vegetable decomposition. In this point of view the woodland
vallies are less healthful than the woodland ridges, and both less healthful than the rolling prairies.
3rd. Climate. The main elements of climate and the thermomatric
de)Uee of heat at various seasons, with the extent and rapidity of the

variations; the violence, direction, and permanence of the winds; the prevalence, duration, and amount of rains, and the amount of evaporation.
Heat. They have a short spring and winter, and a long summer and
autumn. The hottest part of the year is in July and August, but frequently the heat on certain days of June is equal to that of any other part
of the yenr. From the testimony of the settlers we learnt that the present
season exhibits a fajr average as it respects the temperature, and that
a few of the days were as hot as is usually e.xperienced in any part of
the year. The vccompanying list of temperatures shows the deR'ree of
heat to which we were exposed, and which never exceeded 80 0 in the
shade. In regarding these thermometric indications we must not compare them with those of our own country in the hope of determining
their effect upon the system. Our sensibility to heat and cold depends
much upon the circumstances to which we have become habituated. Thus
that degree of heat which is agreeable to the Laplander, would be frightful to an Englishman. and that which is pleasant to an Englishman would
be far otherwise to an inhabitant 0'£ the torrid zone. We soon experienced
on our own systems the truth of this observation. On entering New York
we were scorched with the heat of 98 0 in the sun, but within two months
we bore 120 in the sun with less inconvenience. We found 72 in Texas
to produce a slight sensation of cold; but on returning over the Atlantic
I bore 65 0 with the like sensation; and since my return to England a
temperature of 55 0 has had precisely the like influence. In Texas, any
degree from 70 to 85 in the shade is felt to be agreeable, but when
below 70, a chilliness supervenes, and when above 85, the heat is oppressive.
0
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When travelling on the Ohio River the temperature reached 91 0 in the
shade, and became an annoyance. It is therefore essential to ascertain
the nature of the sensation induced by any given degree of heat in Texas,
before its climute can be compared with that of our own country. Except
from ten A. M., to three P. M., the degree of heat is not unpleasant. About
three or lour o-clock A. M. the thermometer sank to 60 or 65°, and consequently in the hottest weather it is pleasant to use a covering in bed.
After three P. M., the long delicious evening of a southern clime sets in,
affording a degree o'l enjoyment which the inhabitants of a northern clime
cannot comprehend. I found much difficulty in obtaining correct indications of the thermometer as it regards the heat o'! the sun's rays, from
two important circumstances. The sun is scarcely ever unclouded, and
therefore it is most rare to obtain the full influence of the sun's raysj
a fact which must materially and delightfully henefits the settler. A strong
breeze blows without intermission on the prairies, and renders tolerable
even 120 0 in the Bun. Thus the Texan enjoys all the luxury of an Italian
clime, although he lives in more southernly latitudes. He, alone. who has
felt the full influence of the sun's rays, can appreciate the delightful effect
of these clouded skies and souUlern breezes; and to him they yield a gratification which is not exceeded by any circumstance influencing the senses.
From the table it will also be observed that the range of the thermometer,
at morning. noon and night, does not indicate great variation in the temperature. The rain water is 70·, and produces no chilly feeling. The temperature of the water in the creek. and springs is from 66· to 88·, and
giVeE. only a pleasant sensation of cold, so that the heated and weary
traveller may satisfy his appetite without risk.. Diseases, as colds (fever,
or cattarrh) depending upon variations of temperature, must be almost
unknown. The settler may take violent exercise and then suddenly ceasei
he may sit or sleep in a draught; he may be unclad night and daYi he may
be exposed to :Jhowers and permit his clothes to dry upon his back; when
heated he may plunge into the beautiful creeks or satisfy his thirst at the
cool springj he may lie upon the ground day or night, or for a series of
nights, without shelter; and aU these without incurring that risk of internal
congestion which would induce fever. inflammation, and enlargement of the
internal organs in other climates. But whilst he has nothing to fear from
cold, he ought not carelessly to expose himself for several successive
hours to the raya of the sun.
From the testimony of the settlers. we believe ourselves to have felt
the ordinary degree of summer heat, but we have had no experience as to
the cold of winter. The winter is said to begin in December, and to terminate in January, or at the commencement of February. Snow sometimes
appears in the air. but cannot reach the ground; and ice is seen only on
extraordinary occasions. It is evident that as the temperature does not
violently nor suddenly change during the day, so there are no injurious
extremes nor sudden changes in the seasons.
Winds. The winds are southerly during by far the greater portion of the
year, proceeding from the gulph (sic) and the mountain districts of the
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southwest. They moderate the heat of summer, and lessen the cold of
winter. Their effect upon the skin is most delicious; and their lovely softness and balmy violence cannot be described. No maiden sighs for the
return of ber lover with half 80 much feeling as the traveller in the woodland longs for a blast of tbe prairie breeze. During all tbe twenty-four
hours this strong breeze is blowing, and the settlers leave their hall open
north and south, in order to enjoy the luxury in perfection. But one occurrence is dreaded by the settler as regards his climate, viz., the rode attaclts
of the northerly winds. These sweep over the prairies of the southwestern
counties at irregular intervals, but chiefly during the winter months. Their
durntion varies from two to three days, and an overcoat is suddenly required, when probably the settler CAnnot obtain eDe. No such wind blew
whilst we were in Texas. When they do occur, they have greater influence
on the open prairie, than on the protected woodland. The winds in northwest Texns are always strong, but never put on the fonn of hurricanes, as
is frequently found in more southern latitudes.
Rains. These ehiefty occur in the months of December, January, and
February. At other periods of the year the rains are frequent, and particularly those resulting from electrical conditions of the atmosphere. We
were exposed to several of these storms. but did not find the rain to descend
so henvily, nor with 80 much violence as we subsequently observed upon
the Ohio, and at other stops of our journey. The latter months of summer
are linble to a deficiency of rain, and corn or cotton planted at a late season
may suffer from drought; but it does not affect c.rops planted at the usual
time. This tact is important to the planters on the Red River, and the
Mississippi, since the over-flowings of these rivers frequently prevent the
early planting of the seed, and a failure is likely to result. It is not important to the grain grower, cotton, tobacco, and vine planter of the interior:
nor to the stock fanner, since stock water is always plentiful. The rains
prevent disease, by diminishing the heat, and by furnishing a supply of
pure water in those parts where the inhabitants use cisterns.
Dews. We have travelled before sunrise and after sunset, and have
slept out of doors on the prairie, and J have not found the dews gO heavy
as in this country. The heat reflected from the ground, and a cloudy sky,
and the brisk wind, prevent the condensation of the vapour contained in
the atmosphere. It is probable that vapour exists abundantly in the air,
but it is so rarified that it is not very appreciable by the senses. We were
infonned that the dews fall heavily in the months of June, July, and
August, after heavy rains.
From these various considerations, I deduce the opinion that the climate
of Texas is very favourable to the health of the inhabitants. It also shares
with other southern climates, in always exciting an exurbe.rance of spirits,
being nltogether free from the heaviness and darkness which characterize
the suicidal days in this country.
4. Food and Water. The circumstances under which the settlers have
lived and do still live, as it respects food, observe careful consideration.
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Judge English, residing at Bonham, emigrated to Texas about thirty years
ago, when the country was in the hands of the Indians, and cultivation of
any kind was unknown. Food was plentiful, but limited as to variety,
consisting almost exclusively of buffaloe and venison; for no garden vegetables, grain, nor bogs could be procured. During the first few months they
could not supply the former class of productions, but they endeavoured to
obtain a substitute for bacon, by hunting the bear, which was not a matter
of sport only, but a work of necessity, for their health required this kind
of food. After the lapse of a season or two, they were able to procure
vegetable food; but milk, butter, cheese, sugar, tea, coffee, beef, mutton
could not be obtained at any price. His ease is that of all the early pioneers;
and we cannot be S11rprised if this kind of food and the dangerous circumstances under which they lived for many years induced disease. Dr. Connover, residing three miles from Dallas, emigrated thither about five years
ago. The prairies were then covered with buffaloe and deer, and the bottoms
were filled with bears, but the insecurity arising from the presence of the
surrounding Indians, prevented the cultivation of the ground. For some
time they ate buffaloe meat and venison as flesh, and bear as vegetable;
which induced a nausea for flesh, and a longing for vegetable food; and
com, flour, and bacon could be procured only from the banks of the
Brazos, or from Pinehill, on Red River. At length they obtained com from
the Brazos, at $2 per bushel on the farm, and a further expenditure of
$3 per bushel for carriage, for it was needful to pay armed men to protect
their waggons. Flour, also, cost them eleven cents, and bacon twenty-five
cents, per lb., and since it was impossible for the settlers to procure food
on these terms, many died from starvation, whilst placed in one of the most
fertile spots under the sun. It was under these circumstances that many
Europeans emigrated to that part of the country, (Peter's Colony). and
died therej or returned to their former homes, disgusted with the dangers
and privations of Texas. This was a most evident cause of disease. Three
years ago, the Indians altogether left that part of the country, and productions are so much multiplied that corn now costs one-tenth of its
former price.
Their present mode of living, also appears to me, to be most undesirable. It bas already been stated that the major part of the settlers have
suddenly entered into plenty, from privationj independence, from servility;
and have therefore set aside much of their former industry, and seek
pleasure ratber than labour. Their land yields a fair crop of corn, with
the most superficial and careless tilling and sowing imaginable. Their
bogs fatten upDn the mast of the woods and river bottoms. The fish fill
the creeks, and the woods abound in game. Thus, they can readily have
food without la.bour, and they are too frequently content to take it from
these sources. The settler bas scores of milch cows, but he thinks it a
trouble to take more milk than will provide him with a small daily supply
of butter and butter-milk. His steers are almost too fat for a Smithfield
market, but he cannot kill one, there not being in his immediate neighbourhood a sufficient number of persons to eat up the beast in one or
two days, and he considers it too much trouble and expense to pickle the
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portions which remain. Sheep are too scarce to render it desirable that they
sbould be used for food. His prairie land gTOWS e.x.ellent wbeat wbich be
cannot grind in his coffee mill. and it is too much trouble to take it to
his neighbour's mW. His table is therefore supplied by his ri.8e on the one
hand, and on the other, by bogs and poultry, which are more commonly
killed when lean than fat. Almost every article is fried over the firej 80
that the surfeiting fried chicken, and the everlasting hog and hominy constitute his daily food. It is evident that whilst the Texan lives in a very
Goshen, surrounded by every thing which heart could wish, his indolence
bas induced a selection of food of the least advantageous kind, which,
habit. bas taught him to love above aU others.

Thus, the past and the present mode of living, have not been the most
advantageous to health, hut the future will open another page for our
investigation, and a change is even now being wrought in these matters.
The more sensible part of the community loudly complain of the indolence
which surrounds them, and much disapprove of settlers living by their
rifle. It is becoming customary for families to eat hot biscuits, made of
wheaten 'flour, at breakfast and supper; and in towns as at Bonham, Fresh
beef may be obtained thrice a week, at two-and-a-half cents per lb. The
poorest fanner may have, and soon will supply himself with food, equal
in quality and variety to that of the richest luxurious European.
WKter. It is probable that the early settlers upon the prairies suffered
from the want of waterj for they had no opportunity to dig wells, and
the springs would not be abundant. The creek water also. is somewhat
scarce in the advanced part of the summer, 3nd is not then of good.
quality. Now that the country is settled, every resident may have abundance
of good water in his own yard.

5. Temperance and cleanliness of the people. But one case of intemperance came under my observation; yet we were informed by the settlers
that an intemperate use of whiskey is far too common in every class of
society. We noticed that water and thick buttermilk are drunk universally
and in large quantities; but the whiskey drinking habit has arisen from
the low price I)f the article, and from a belief that it is prudent to take
it, in order to correct the hard taste of the water in certain distriets. This
is a gross delusion in Texas, as in all the Western States, and it is fairer
to refer the origin of the habit to that depraved taste which pervades all
the States, and most of the classes in our own country. It is probable that
the people of 'fcxas are as cleanly in their persons and habits of those
of other States, but they are still far from being cleanly. They have great
natural facilities for bathing, but we scarc:e1y found a Texan who took
advantage of them; and therefore they not only neglect the use of a mean
whereby relaxation of system may be avoided, but keep the body in a condition engendering disease.
6. The appearance of the country. The constant impression made upon the
mind by surrounding objects has a. material influence upon the well being
of the individual, bodily and mentally. The rugged rock and arrid waste
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do not keep the mind active by giving birth to new thoughts, nor do they
excite the spirits by offering new objects for examination. An unsightly
marsh or offensive lake excites a misanthropic spirit which induces the
man to withdraw within himself, and to avoid to take that exercise which
would benefit his system. In N. E. Texas, no barren rock nor arrid waste,
nor offensive marsh, exists; but the spirits and the mind are healthfully
excited by the appearance of a country having a beautifully undulating
su,rface, agreeably diversified by woodland and prairie, and with an infinitude of little rippling rills, breaking it up into hills and valleys.
The surface is everywhere covered with the most luxuriant vegetation.
The foliage of the trees and shrubs has a variety, beauty, and symmetry,
unknown to less genial climes. Flowers of the richest hue, and suited to
every taste, adorn the prairie; and even the unsightly river bottoms are
rendered less detestable by the twining of the beautiful cactus, and other
climbers, which form the ornaments of European hot-houses. The birds
flittering from tree to tree are very numerous, of elegant form and of
beautiful colors, and many of them warble, too. The ground, and the grass,
and indeed everything swann with insects of beautiful forms and colours
unknown to us. The birds of prey, even, as the goshawk and the folk·
taii hawk, are lovely creatures. The dreaded rattler and moccasin snakes
have most beautifully painted skins, and the tarantula, to my eye, an
elegant form and color. Nature there exists in a million fonns to which
we are strangers; and everywhere she clothes herself in beauty. You
cannot but admire the green-headed prairie fly, which maddens your horse
in t.l-Je mid-day sun j and the mosquito which torments you at night is unsurpassed in lightness and elegance of form. So soon as the evening sets in,
the grasshopper, locust, and other insects, fill the air ,vith their beautifully tuned songs; and the tree frog, and the various kind of night birds
pleasingly swell the chorns. To my mind no country offers so much beauty
and luxury, and it is probable that the poet and the painter will ere long
rank there as ordinary inhabitants; and whilst Texas has an indisputable
right to its title of the Italy of America, it also lays elaim to the not less
enviable one of the garden of the world.

I therefore think myself entitled to affinn that the elevation of N. E.
Texas, the nature of its soil, the climate, the attainable food and water,
and the appearance of the country, all tend to render Texas pre-eminently
healthful.
Nature of the Diseases
I have conversed with many medical men in various parts of N. E. Texas,
and have been informed by them that the usual diseases are ague and
winter fever. They are universally of the opinion that the attacks of ague
may be avoided by a proper selection of location. temperance in the habits,
and by the administration of an occasional dose of calomel to excite the
secretory organs. They further state that it is there a comparatively unimportant disease, one dose of quinine being sufficient to repel an attack;
so that they do not usually pay more than one visit to the patient, and
frequently send the medicine without seeing him. It is not usual to suffer
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a relapse unless the patient be intemperate or careless. From the testimony of the inhabitants we learnt that the unimportant form of ague is
a very general disease in the country, and that new settlers are liable to
its attacks, unless they use proper precautions. But one person ill with
that disease came under my notice. viz., a girl fourteen years of age, who
had recently emigrated to Texas, and was then living in the woodland;
and the family had aulfered during the past winter. They had not BOught
medieal aid, but had administered a bitter root infused in brandy. This
neglect of medical aid is far too common. and has resulted from the exces·
sive charges of the practitioner, and from the lack of confidence in a profession, to practice which. no legal qualliication is required. By this
neglect, ague is liable to put on the usual form assumed by it in the
Western and Eastern States, t.he Canadas, and in the marshes of our own
country. The medical men regard the winter fever as a far more serious
disease, from a real or supposed complication of it with inflammation of
the lungs. I saw but one such caseJ which was a man of twenty-seven years
of age, of spare and feeble habit, who had been informed that he had
sulf.red from in1Iammation of the lungs; but the symptoms as detailed
by him would not justify such a statement in the opinion of an European
physician. It appears to be a kind of fever, accompanied by marked nervous
exhaustion and general congestion of the internal organsJ and much like
the typhoid fever of this country. As in this country, it usually occurs in
feeble persons, and those of intemperate habits; and it is there met with
on the Red River and other lowland situations. Neither of these two diseases are common in elevated districts. Consumption, and other affections
of the lungs, rheumatism, and its consequent diseases, appear to be almost
unknown, for we have not heard of a case, neither have we met with an
instance of deformity, or of affections of the eyes, except cataract. It is
probable that diseases of the liver and spleen will result from neglected
ague.
The People

Population. The amount of population of Texas, or of individual portions
of it, is unknown. At the census of 1847, they were:
Electors

22,183
White males, under age 18
White males, over 18, under 45
White males, over 45

28,083
26,304
4,961

Total whites, males 68,338
Total whites, female 45,503
Total whites
Total slaves
Total free colored
Total colored

103,841
39,060
304
39,364
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In addition to this number would be the inhabitants of San Patricio and
Santa Fe, the returns from which countries had not been received. A vast
increase has ta.lcen place since this census was taken, but until the general
census of all the States. to be made during the next year, is published,
it is impossible to arrive at even approximation to the truth. It is abundantly evident that the population of N. E. Texas must have greatly increased during the past three years, since we found but few families of
older growth.

Chief towns. The chief towns are, with few exceptions, unimportant
places, from the very limited period which has elapsed since their foundation.
Jefferson four yenrs ago possessed only three log houses; now it is well
laid out, and has somewhat near sixty good houses. and several large weUsupplied stores, also one warehouse for the shipment of merchandise, and

a small saw and grist sleam mill.
Dangerfield (sic) is n very small place, but it is said to be rapidly rising.
They have just determined to found a college there.

Tarrant consists of twelve to fifteen houses congregated on a very large
prairie. from which there is no line of separation.
Clarkesville is said to be the most flourishing town in N. E. Texas, containing, probably, three hundred families.
Paris and Bonham. are of fair size, with two-hund.red-and-fifty or three
hundred inhabitants each. The court house is built of brick. but the other
houses are neatly constructed of pine boards.
McKinney was founded but a year or two ago, and is small.
Dallas is a risi.ng town. well situated for commerce, on a longue of
land on the very bnnks of the Trinity.
On our return rou we passed through no county town, except Marshall,
the most flourishing place through which we travelJed. An iron casting
furnace, two saw mills, and other useful works, wit.h several large hotels,
and many stores, testify that enterpdze and wealth abound amongst
the people.
AU these towns are laid-out upon an unifonn plan. They have a public
square in the centre, in which invariably stands the newly built brick
county ball. The streets run at right angles from this square, and are
usually eighty feet in width. The intervening land is divided into blocks
of one acre each, which are sold at !rom $50 to $300. These county towns
are required to be situated within five miles of the centre of their respecth·e
counties, :md therefore the site has not always been well chosen. Hence
the town of Bonham is somewhat inconveniently situated upon the verge
of a muddy creek bottom.
In appearance, the people as a whole are in good. condition, and some of
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them are luxuriantly fat. They have not the ruddiness and fair complexsions of N"rihern climates; but to this rule we have met with many
exceptions. Many of them have reached a good old age; Mr. Prewitt, with
whom we spent our second night in Texas, was born in South Carolina,
and is seventy years of age, quite active in body and mind, and reads
well without spectacles. His was by no means a solitary instance; but they
cannot be numel'OUS, from the fact that few families have resided there
more than five )'ears. It is remarkable that the aged people are far more
agile than persons of the like age with us, but that may be accounted for
by the absence of that corpuIencey which so commonly attends upon age in
our country. The} have children to a later perior of life than is customary
with us, so that that the families are large; and the children are developed
at an earlier age thun in England, Wives nre scarce: and we heard of
girls being married beCore they had reached their fifteenth year, a period
which is there thought to be too early for such an undertaking. The men do
not marry when ,"cry young. It was remarked by us that the appearance
of the people much improved as we approached the prairies, where a
greater abundance of good food, a more lovely climate, and greater beauty
of scenery, appeared to have had a most favourable effect upon them.
National Character. At the present moment it is impossible to ascertain
the national character of the inhabitants of N. E. Texas, from its elements
bein$t too scattered and diverse. The people have been collected from European kingdoms, and from mnny of the Northern and Southern, Eastern
and Western St:ltes of the Union, which has given them a highly mixed
character; and their emigration has been too recently effected to permit
them to exhibit their political and social feelings in any characteristic form.
The future will pave 2.n all-powerfUl influence upon the destinies of Tex83.
It is fair to BS3ume that the luxurious circumstances in which the people
are placed, will cause them to be less industrious than the inhabitan of
rigorous climes; tor the condition of the curse, that men should obtain
food by sweat of his brow, requires for its fulfillment a vast difference
in the degree of labour to be perfonned by n Te."(an n.nd by a New
Englander. It is certain that it will remain free frem many southern vices,
Cor its climate and inhabitants are not southern, altbough it is situated in
the south. It is more than probable that this inter-mixture oC blood will
raise Texas in the social scale far above the position of the surrounding
States; and from the beauty, fertility, and size of the whole State, it will
ere long assume a commanding position in the Federal Government.
In Monetary Position, they must at present assume a low station. The
mass emigrated in poverty nnd within three or four yenrs have obtained
a happy independence, but it will require many ye:us before the inhabitants
as a whole can attain to wealth. We found the small farmer greatly oppre:!;sed by 8 dishonorable system of trnde which prevails at their ports.
as Shreeveport (sic) and Jefferson. He places his cotton in the hands of
a merchant, and receives his supply of goods from the same merchant's
store, upon the security of this deposited cotton. These goods are commonly charged three times their cost at New Orleans, and the merchant
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sells the cotton at whatever state of market may happen to prevail when
he needs money. The few are thus making large fortunes rapidly at the
serious loss of the more honest producer. The large farmer avoids this
1081:1 by shipping his cotton direct to New Orleans, where he also procures
his supply of goods; but the mass of the settlers speak most bitterly of
the imposition to which they are subjected. English merchants who would
net honestly, might soon engross the trade of these ports. Increase of
population, with capital and intelligence, drives away a host of people, who
drink the heart's blood of the early EetUers at the ports of every new
country. Money is worth eight to ten per cent, on the most approved
security. Notes of undoubted value are often shaved (35 it is expressively
tenned) at thirty-three and one-third per cent, ond it is affirmed that the
sharpers at Shreeveport (sic) have lent money on many occasions at one
per cent, per day. We were ossured by settlers from Alabama that there
are men in that State who will not shave their own notes under thirty.
three and a-quarter per cent. As it respects their future prospects, the
unequalled advantages of the country place them inferior to none.
In intelligence, we found them universally to excel, and they are far
better infonned than the like class in our own country. At every town
we found one or more newspapers printed periodically, which are tolerablv well condueted and supported. They seek education for their children,
and no towns in any new country surpass those of Clarkesville and Paris,
in the number and excellence of their schools. At the former town there
are three-hundred children daily taught in private schools, one of which
schools is conducted by a graduate of Cambridge, England. At 8 little
distance from the city, the Rev. T. B. MacKenzie, of Itinerant Retreat,
conducts a college at which young men are prepared for the ministry,
and other professions. The following advertisement selected from the Paris
paper of February 3, shows that the abtruse ports of a good education are
not overlooked in Texas.
"The Paris Academy. The undersigned, trustees of the Paris Academy,
respectfully inform the citizens of Lamar County, and the public generally,
that this institution is now in operation and open for the reception of students, in all the various elementary branches of a classical and mathematicnl Education. The Rev. T. Lewelling will ecnduct the classical and
liternry departments, including the English, Latin, and Greek languages,
English grammar, book-keeping, chemistry, botany, geology, geography,
penmanship, and mental philosophy. Professor R. C. Matthewson, will
conduct mathematical and scientific departments, induding arithmetic,
algebra, geometry, trigonometry, mensuration, surveying, navigation,
astronomy, the differential nnd integral calculus, natural philosophy, and
logic. The school is kept in a commodious and pleasantly situated building in the vicinity of the town. The tuition fees are moderate, 1:lnd boarding can be obtained at one of the best Hotels in the place, at the Jow
rate of $7 per month."
G. W. Wright, President
H. D. Woodsworth, Sec. board trust."
"Paris, Lamar County, Feb. 3, 1849."
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The Government provision for gratuitous education has not been brought
into operation, since it has been thought unwise to bring the educational
lands into the market at the present prices. Thf>se lands have however
been duly appropriated in the proportion of about four leagues to each
county; and the Government is largely indebted to the Educational FUnd,
according to the provisions of the Constitution. The charges for private
tuition are higher than with us, but the condition of the surrounding
Texans, and of the neighbouring Indinns, enables them to pay the charge
without difficulty. The system pursued in these, as in all American schools,
is far more advantageous to a new country than that of the English, would
bej for the aim of the teacher is to make his pupil to know something of
the men amongst whom he will live, something of the institution in which
he will eventually take a part, and something of the nature which surrounds him. This may be at the sacrifice of more scholastic knowledge, but
it is not the less advantageous to the individual, and to the State. It is
in their knowledge of men and of the world, that the American peasantry
so far surpass that of the English, and it is to this knowledge that they
owe much of their present enviable position.
In enterprise, we found them somewhat lacking, and for this two reasons
are assigned.. The major part of the people have vastly improved their
condition, and are content with it, yet a numerous class, evidently desire
to effect improvements, but Jack the required capital, having invested their
little fortunes in the purchase of vast quantities of land. Their love of
enterprise is evident everywhere; and they have universally been delighted
with our scheme of colonization, since it will introduce amongst them
men of capital, skill. and enterprise. They are most an.."<ious to have
internal improvements effected. This is evident in the working man, who
gladly leaves his farm to assist his neighboW'B to cut a new public road,
or to render an old one more convenient, and it is not the less seen amongst
the rich, who are ready to give a large portion of their lands to promote
the formation of milways. Saw and grist mills, and other machinery are
much required amongst them. for they lack the skill and capital to estab·
[ish them.
In morality, we believe them to rank very high. Nothing in any degree
militating against this opinion was remarked by us, but we found them
to be thankful, honest. hospitable. and friendly to a remarkable extent,
indeed they boast much of their honesty, and we hesrd it often remarked
by tradesmen, that in no country are fewer bad debts made than in Texas.
The presbyterians. methodists, baptists. episcopnlians and other sects.
have extensive organizations in this part of Texas. No sect possesses any
political advantages not enjoyed by another, but the presbyterians anrl
the methodists appear to be now more inftuential than other bodies. The
Sabbath is much respected. and the inhabitants conscientiously attend their
places of worship, which nre tocated within two or three miles of almost
every residence. Some of these places are the houses of the settler, and
others are chapels exclusively appropriated to religious and educational
purposes. It was pleasing to hear the song of prnise, rising from a knot
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of people collected under the verandah of a settler's house, on the Saturday
evening, in what have been called the backwoods and wilds of America;
and we remembered that the millions of our intelligent countrymen were
then busily occupied in commerce. whilst these uwild savages" were eo
auspiciously entering upon the devotions of the Sabbath. It was no un·
pleasing sight to notice the husband and wife riding on single horse to a
place of worship, accompanied by their little children riding two and two.
A neatly built chapel, filled with well dressed and happy looking men and
women, situated in the deep shade of a dense wood, amongst the trees of
which, scores of beautifully caparisoned horses await the arrival of their
riders, is such worthy of a poet's pen or a painter's pencil. We saw such
a scene on several occasions. The sermons which we heard were thoroughly Spiritual, if not able, and the lack of religious privileges needs
not to be feared in any part of N. E. Texas. On nIany occasions our host
asked a blessing on our food, and sometimes we saw him reading his testament before entering upon his daily duties. At Peacock's in Titus County,
I saw a well-worn Bible, Dick's Philosophy of a Future State, and Walker's
Dictionary; at Biomon's, two hymn books, a Primer, Everitt's Life of the
Village Blacksmith, and a Digest of the Laws of the State of Missouri;
at Dr. Taylor's, Marshall County, Clarke's Commentary, Wesley's works,
and many excellent religious, scientific and literary books; and at Judge
English's, a variety of legal, classical, and literary works.
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BELL COUNTY FARMERS STRUGGLE WITH
THE DEPRESSION
ROBERT OZMENT

When I was a child, I heard many stories I1bout the "Depression"
through which my family had passed, and wanted to know more about it,
I asked my mother what caused this Depression about which they talked
so much. She said: liThe bottom fell out of the cotton markel" This too
had to be explained, but for my mother and many of the other people of
Texas, even though they were not directly connected with farming, it was
that simple: The bottom fell out of the cotton market. Cotton seemed to
be some kind of despot. Fot· a time cotton hn.d made slavery a profitable
practice; cotton had been en underlying cause of "the War," and it had
made some men slaves and others rich. Sometimes cotton bled the life
from the soil and also from the man who planted it; after being deprived
of its physical slaves, it bred generations of economic ones, migratory
pickers who feasted during the cotton season and then fasted. For years,
cotton had held the South in an apparently inescapable bondage, alter.
nating hate and love; and in the 1930's, cotton burdened the South with
the worst depression it had ever seen. Although this paper deals almost
exdusively with Bell County problems, the problems of the cotton farmers
of Bell County were common to the problems of cotton farmers aU over
the state. In looking at the plight of cotton farmers, we shall examine
the cotton problem and it alone, {or farming £n n large area of Texas
before 1940 meant raising cotton. There were other cash crops, of course,
but their importance was o'f little consequence, and their detaiJed study
is far too complicated to do them justice within the time and space available.
For several score years before the Depression, Texas had been this
nation's number one cotton growing state. The preponderance of Texas
cotton was grown in the so-called uBlackland Belt" which begins near the
Red River and roDS south for several hundred mites past Dallas, Waxahachie, Corsicana, Hillsboro, Waco, Temple, Cameron, going to the east of
Austin and stopping short of Houston and San Antonio. It is bordered on
the east by the piney woods and on the west by the Balcone escarpment.
This strip of land is a rolling prairie, bare of any great wealth of timber
and having an average rainfall, until 1930, of 34.9 inches. 1 Eighty percent
of the people of Texas live either in or within 100 miles of the Blackland
Belt. The greater portion of BeH County lies in the Blackland Belt, with
only some portions in the western part showing the hills and scrub cedars
which are characteristic of the Balcones highlands.
Cotton raising was a most precarious occupation in the days before the
"New Dea1." After having passed the usual nn.tural obstacles of floods,
erosion, drought, boll insects, root rot, soil leaching, and personal sickness,
the farmer had to throw his product into an open market almost com-
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pletely responsive to the law of supply and demand and stock markets. At
the time that the crop was planted, prospects might have been such that
the farmer seemed destined to make a veritable fortune, but by the time
of he.rvest, the market might have changed 80 that instead of being
made rich, be was made destitute. Such a year was 1920.
In March 1920, cotton was selling for 36.2 cents a pound on the Temple
market' and by December of that year it was going for 12 cents.' Nineteen hundred twenty was the year of the greatest cotton crop in Bell
County history as 102,000 bales were ginned.' This period followed the
First World War, during which there bad been a great demand for cotton,
at least after the entry of the United States. Prior of 1917, the war had
caused some very acute problems 8S the British blockade of the continent
severed the United States trade from some of her most important buyers.'
From 1916 until the Summer of 1917, the highest price paid for cotton on
the Texas market was 19.1 cents per pound,' which was not what might
be considered a demand price. The entry of the United States into World
War I created a larger demand for cotton, and from June of 1917 until
October 1920, the price was never below 22 cents per pound and ranged as
high os 36.2 cents. The end of the war brought a decided decrease in the
demand for cottoni this, coupled with the bumper crop of that year, put
the cotton farmers in a most difficult situation.

There has been a tendency on the part of some people to describe the
years of the 1920's as being a time of generally bad conditions for the
farmers. A close look at the situation which existed in this period in Bell
County leads one to suspect that there were some areas to which that
statement cannot be consistently applied. For example, in 1923, the crop
in Bell County was 70,000 balesT and sold at prices ranging from 26 cents
to 33 cents a pound.' In 1924, the crop was 73,000 bales- and the price
wa~ 25 to 32 cents a pound," Both of these were above average crops and
the prices were above what the Telegram described as "fair" prices, The
years of 1925, 1926 and 1927 were years of "average production," that
is ahout 50.000 bales,!' and Hfair prices: Lows of about 17 cents and
highs of about 24 cents a pound during the month, of August, September,
and October when most of the crop was marketed." Also 1928 was an·
other good year as 78,000 bales u were ginned at about 17 to 19 cents a
pound. 1t These conditions were not what might be considered as conducive
to critical conditions on BeH County farms. The net result was undoubtedly
reduced by the greater expenses involved in farming such as farm interest
raws which sometimes went as high as 10 to 12 percent,U and by the
rise in the cost of living in general when compared to the boom days of
World War I. But the fnct remained that there was ::tt least a modicum
of prosperity on the farms in BeH County, and the record shows no fanner
protest in the area until late 1929.
The year 1929 brought only 51,000 bales,1I and prices which still maintained a fairly steady level of from about 15 to 18 cents a pound. n While
some of the areas in the nation experienced a severe drought in 1929, Bell
County was fortunate to receive almost 40 inches of rain which W88 about
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5 inches over the average. 11 When the stock market broke in October of
1929, cotton was selling for around 17 centa l ' and the record does not
show nny immediate, appreciable drop in price which might be indicative
of some sort of sYIDpatheteic reaction. But among the farmers, unrest
began to manifest itself in regard to prices, but they began to try to hold
cotton off the market in an effort to drive a better bargain for their products. By November of 1929 the Telegram reported that individual fanners
were holding frem five to thirty-five bales for this purpose'" The next
few years were to prove that withholding cotton from the market was a
futile effort, either on a local level or on a statewide basis. The November
1929 price of 15.9 cents s. pound, a serious drop from the postwar years,
Wa!' to be the highest price that farmers were to get until the beginning
of the Second World War, and may be considered as the beginning of the
downward spiral that for a while seemed to have no bottom. Again. 1929
was a bad year for farmers in the Bell County area. The cotton crop was
reduced by about one-third from 1928, and the total wah crop income for
Agricultural District 4 (see map) of which Bell County was a part, was
156.6 million doUars,1I being 21 million less than in 1928.11 There is no
doubt. that conditions in the county were depressed by this very poor year
on the farm, nnrt although the other aspects of the Depression which was
getting underway in the north and east were not yet seen in Temple, this
situation was a poor basis upon which to prepare :for its coming.
The Temple Trust Company, which maintained that poor conditions on
the fann in 1929 and 1930 were the result of the fanners hiring too much
work done, buying too much in town that they should have raised them.
selves, and treating themselves to the luxuries of town living, declared
that farms at their 1930 prices "are America's safest, surest, soundest in.
vestment," and then qualified their statement by adding, lIif the owner will
work it, terrace it, and diversify.'''' Apparently, land values had begun to
decrease from the heights which they reached in the summer of 1929.
In the spring of 1930, the State of Texas was plagued first by drought
and then by floods. Much cotton which had been planted in the early spring
was lost, even ROme second plantings, but the State Agriculture Department. advised farmers not to replant since conditions on the market were
the least promising in many years"· The hope was that a short crop might
improve the price situation, but the prospect of no crop at all was no doubt
more of a risk to the farmers than a crop sold at reduced prices.
The spring of 1930 produced some of the lowest prices on the cotton
market for many years'" In June, the Bell County farmers began to petition Temple busines8 leaders to try to get the town designated 88 a branch
concentration point of the Texas Co--operative Cotton Association." The
Federal Farm Board was organized as promised by President Hoover in
1928 to control the flow of commodities to the market. The board authorized the establishment of stabilization corporations as a means of controlling temporary su.rpluses," and the cotton co-ops were a manifestation of
this provision. On June 14, it was announced that Temple businessmen had
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signed an agreement to guarantee $5,000 tor operating expenses of a
concentration point in Temple for the co-op." The cotton was to be deposited with the Texas Co-op as agent for the nation-wide American
Co-operatives, and was to be held until that agency felt prices were such
8S to induce its being marketed. In the meantime, the farmers who deposited cotton with the co-op were to receive a percent of the current value
of their cotton. This was to be their guarantee of the price since they
would not be held liable if the price dropped by the time the co-op decided
to market it. If the price were over what it was at the time of the deposit,
the farmers were to get the profit from the higher price. The local co-op
eventually accumulated a total of 15,000 bales to be held off the markeL I f
The summer of 1930 was a dry one. For a while it appeared that the
co-op would be of little use because the state cotton crop seemed headed
for a failure and there would be no surplus. 10 Central Texas, however,
the weather took a sudden tum, and the drought was broken by rain ..
which began in August" and continued into September. 1t On August 28.
the co-op began advancing 90 percent of the prevailing market price which
was down to about 10 cents on the local market."
Temple businessmen began their own campaign to improve cotton prices
and started buying cotton to hold it off the market. Scott and White Hospital was probably the largest participant in this move and bought ten
bales." The hospitnl refused to fonow the action of some merchants.
however, who Etationed their bales in front of their establishments. The
action of the co-op and the local merchants failed to produce any visible
effects on cotton prices, and in December the price fell to 8.7 cents, the
lowest since August of 1916." Lower prices of practically all crops decreased the cash fann income in District 4 for 1980 by more than onethird of what it had been in 1929 and almost one-half of 1928."
Nineteen hundred thirty was ob\dously one of the worst years that
fanners bad had, and the unrest which resulted from it was demonstrated
in many ways. The actions of the Federal FaTm Board received such
criticism that the Texas Co-op was forced to arrange several meetings
throughout the county to defend its policies. The criticism mainly centered around its disposal of cotton in late 1930 which some said kept
prices Jow." Overt action of a criminal nature emerged on New Year's
Eve night of 1931 as a series of fires broke out simultaneously in cottnn
gins in Temple, Rogers, Sparks, OenaviJle, and Holland, causing damap'e
in excess of $50.000 to the gins and the cotton stored in them. u E\'en....
were to prove this to be the most violent action on the Bell Count)· fnrm
scene during the Depression.
Many people found ample opportunity to express their contempt for the
county's main cash crop without resorting to outright violence. W. E.
Brightwell, the Telegram', farm editor and philosopher, often took pen in
hand to discourse upon cotton:
Do you expect me to boost cotton'1 I won't do it. J hate it. All
my life I have observed its tragedy. It has broken the fanners, the
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merchants, the banks, and the landlords. Even belore it wore out
the land, you could trace its production by following the lines of
illiteracy, penury, tenancy, and mortgages.'·
About a week later he came forth with more sage advice in his "Oefinition of Cotton":
Cotton keeps the grower broke and the buyer crazy. It goes
up when you have sold and down when you have bought. It's
planted in the spring, mortgaged in the fall, and plays Santa
CLaus to the banker in the winter leaving the grower in a mess.
Moral: diversify, preach it, teach it, and practice it. I I
In July, 1931, Governor Ross Sterling called a meeting of the governors
of fifteen cotton producing states to discuss measures which might be
taken to help the farmers. &0 By that time, the market price for that
commodity was around 8 cents a pound}' The meeting came off, although
not all the governors attended or sent representatives, and nothing definite
was decided. On August 11, the Telegram headlines proclaimed New York
cotton prices to be the lowest since 1899 when October cotton sold for 6.6
cents a pound.... This critical situation brought a request trom the Federal Farm Board that farmers begin an immediate plow-up of every
third row of cotton. This event is overlooked by some who think all New
Deal measures were dreamed up after March 1933. The Telegra", editor
said th.i1t it was a good idea but was wholly impractical because of its
volunta,.". nature.n The response to the request proved the editor correct
as most Southern governors rejected the idea. U A Telegram reader offered
an answer to the dilemma which was somewhat prophetic of future gOY·
ernment action: He suggested a tax be levied on cotton ginned above a
specified amount." His suggestion was of course ignored at the timehe was ahead of the cun-ent leadership.
Governor Sterling called a special session of the Texas Legislature in
late September which passed a cotton acreage law in an attempt to
remedy the farmer's distress, which was less drastic than Ruey Long's
proposal to grow no cotton for a year. The law called for a 50 percent
decrease in the crop for 1932 and 1933. Each farmer was to be pr~
hibited from planting cotton on 30 percent of his land used for all crops
in 1931. It provided for the use of the injunction and fines from $25 to
$100 for violation. The Governor signed the bill on September 22..' One
psychological effect of the law was overlooked. The enactment of this
measure was poorly timed as some farmers picked and ginned cotton which
they might otherwise have left in the fields bec:1use of the terribly low
prices. Assuming there was a short crop in 1932, the price might go up
an1 they could hold this 1931 cotton to be marketed at that time.
There seemed to be no bottom to the devastating plunge which cotton
prices were taking at this point. On July 2, the Temple price was 10 cents
a pound;" on August 1. it was 8 cents;" on September 2, it was 6.65
cents;4I on October I, it was 5.15 centsjU; and on October 6, 1931, the all·
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time record low was almost hit as the price dropped to 4.7 cents a
pound." A SOO-pound bale of cotton would bring $23.50; hardly worth the
trouble to pick. and gin it. Indeed many farmers left cotton in the fields
rather than to go to the trouble of picking and ginning it only to have to
submit to the ruinous prices.
On almost the same day that cotton sold for 4.7 cents, a farm loan and
real estate company ran an ad in the Telegram offering to sell fanns at
1e83 than half their original cost. I I
The 1931 cotton crop in Bell County came to 66,000 bales," 8,000
above that of 1930. But the cash value of all fann crops in District 4 was
74.4 million dollars, about 16 million dollars less than in 1930.·· Bell
County farmers looked back on one of the most de:ttn1etive years in history, but what could they expect in 19321 If there was hope that improvements were at hand, they could possibly hold on for several more months.
Some promise was seen in the new state law which was supposed to reduce
the amount of cotton grown, and the law was to go into effect in January.
Could the law flhorten the supply so that the decreased demand would
respond with higher prices? Critics doubted it, saying that since other
cotton states had no such law, their farmers would plant to their heart's
content and make up for the short Texas crop. On February 1, 1932,
whatever promise the law contained was broken when the Texas Supreme
Court declared it void. The Telegram editor offered the somewhat forlorn
hope that possibly the war between China and J:lpan would create a new
demand and a higher price in the coming months to offset the loss of the
cotton acreage law."

Some good news arrived in late February as the Federal Farm Board
released $75,000 for fanners to borrow in the Temple area in order to
plant for the coming season." But by April 30, the Telegram editor lamented the fact that only a small part of the federal money was taken
by Jocal fanners. IT
Nature did much in 1932 to cut the cotton crop which man seemed to
desire so much but could not manage. The year was a wet one so there was
no drought, but the moisture encouraged the growth of the various cotton
destroying insects, and these took a heavy toU in plantings. It was apparent
that the crop would be short of 1931, hut prices showed no great improvement which might offer encouragement. The pound price on April 9 was 6
cents" and by June 8 had dropped to 4.95 cents." The Telegram ceased to
publish daily quotations probably because of the bad psychological effect.
A sudden and unexpected upturn occurred in the price of cotton when it
rose to 8.2 cents on September 24" and then to 9.25 on September 28." By
October 10, however, the price had dropped again to 5 cents, and on that
day the Federal Farm Board announced that farmers who had borrowed
money for crop production could pay it back in cotton which the Board
would buy at 9 cents a pound." This was a considerable boon to those who
had borrowed, since the price refused to go above 6 cents for the rest of
the year." It should be noted that this occurred before election day.
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The final production figure for Bell County in 1932 came to 43,000 bales,
the lowest since 1922." The hope for reduction had taken place, but the
price refuBed to respond to the decreased supply, and total cash income
for District 4 dropped to the abysmal sum of 56.87 million dollars." Obviously, the old law of the direct relationship of supply and demand had
become the victim of extenuating forces in other areas of the economy.
Although the next few years were to be anything but prosperous, 1932
proved to be the farmer's worst year of the Depression. While Bell County
production had hit a new low, the national production was 11.3 million."
Nineteen hundred thirty-three began with little activity on the farm
scene in Bell County. The farmer's discontent failed to erupt into the
type of violence which struck other areas of the nation such as Iowa.
If foreclosures met with resistance, there was no Teleg-ram coverage of it.
In February, the paper announced that $100,000 would be available for
crop loans in Bell County from the Federal Farm Board'" There was also
news that the ~uality of Bell County cotton had declined in 1932 which
accounted in part for the declined fann income'" Much of the cotton grown
in Bell County declined in quality to the extent that it was what is aometimes called ''ballies.'' These IIbollies" are extremely low in lint content
and very short in fiber length. It is sometimes said that "bollies" must be
pulled, not picked, and they take much longer to work. The result of this
condition is that the price per pound is drastically cut, the pickers cannot
pick as much in a certain length of time and sometimes even refuse to
pick such a crop, and the lanner is left in the most critical situation
possible.
The weeks before March 4, 1933, when the newly elected Franklin
Roosevelt would be inaugurated, were without significant fann developments in Temple. The Teleoram failed to sunnise what could be expected
from the new administration that differed from the old in the way of farm
relief. Nothing was said by way of criticism of Mr. Hoover's {ann pol·
icies though no doubt much was felt, and activity seemed to be confined
to watchful, hopeful waiting.

Mr. Hoover's Federal Farm Board had spent a hal! billion dollars
in an attempt to bring fann relief without actual curtailment of production, resulting in no long term substantial benefit to the farmers."
II the new administration was going to do any better, it was faced with
attacking the problem in a new and radically different way. After the
inauguration, Secretary of Agriculture Henry Wallace began to preas
for a new farm hill to be passed before planting time. The House of Representatives passed a new bill, but the Senate bnlked at acting 80 speedily.
In April and May, violence in rural areas contained in some states and a
farmers' strike was called for May 13. This threat played a large part
in forcing the Senate's hand, and on May 12 it passed the Agricultural
Adjustment Act.n The cotton market began to respond to the activities
of the new administration and jumped from an April average of 5.9 cents
to 8 cents a pound in May. Not until the recession of 1937 was the price
to dip below 8 cents again.u
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Local reaction to the Agricultural Adjustment Act was not long in
coming, as in June the Telegram spoke of the processing tax which the
act provided as being an "approach in the right direction." He described
Mr. Wallace's plan to plow up 10 million acres of cotton as leaving him
"breathless." "It leaves something to think about," he said, l~ut what?""
The cotton acreage in Bell County was to he reduced 26 to 40 percent
based on the last three years production, with the government leasing the
plowed up portion, and the fanner taking either cash or an option on government cotton already on hand. Those taking the option would he guar.
anteed 9.6 cents a pound on cotton which had heen bought for 6 cents hy
the Federal Farm Board. 1S For a man who had 100 acres and took 30
out of production, the result would be about $270 in government leases.
This was about the same amount of money that he would have made on
cotton grown on that 30 acres in 1932 before he deducted all of the ex·
penses of planting. picking, and ginning. It was easy to see that the new
plan had great merits as an assist to fanner income.
The Telegram announced that the reduction plan met with enthusiastic
approval, and cotton prices started upward to their highest level since
August of 1930, almost three years before, to 11.2 cents.H So great was
the enthusiasm for the new plan that the local agriculture office ran out
of contracts for fanners to sign. The higher prices brought to the market
400 bales of cotton which the local merchants had bought over the previous
years to help bolster prices. Once a store owner sold several bales at 10.35
cents a pound for which he had paid 15 cents.fa He was reluctant to wait.
With considerable exaggeration, the editor declared, lI at 10 cents a pound,
cotton will become white gold." He went on to reveal that the all~time
low on the Temple market had been 4.6 cents in 1898. and the all-time
high was 42 cents in July 1920, except for the Civil War period when it
was reported to have sold for $1.75 per pound in Bell County.'"
Reports of premature plowing of cotton acreage, due to lack of infor.
mation and instruction, brought a warning from the Agriculture Department that farmers were to wait for specific instructions before they began
their destructive work." On July 2, bad news arrived when the Telegram
announced that wheat had suffered a twCHlay loss of almost 30 cents a
bushel, the worst in a generation. u Fear that cotton would experience a
similar reduction W3S only partially realized as the price dropped less
than 2 cents a pound from July to August. 1f Good news developed, how·
eVel·, when the Agriculture Department announced that land taken out
of cotton production could be used to grow borne consumed food or food
crops, or crops planted to prevent soil erosion.- The Telegra.m editor predicted that under prevailing conditions, the farmers would probably not
make much extra money to spend in 1933, bot said he would be able to
make a living and pay expenses "which he has not been doing lately."·1
The process through which farmers were supposed to go became so slow
and wrapped in red tape that the Agriculture Department was forced to
forego much of the planned procedure and began to issue emergency con-
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trncLi to allow farmers to begin immediate plowing. On July 29, the
Temple office issued 1,000 such contracts"! In August, orders arrived for
fanners to positively begin destroying cotton under government contract
and to notify the Chamber of Commerce for inspection after the plowing
had been done." Fa.rmers were warned that they would be prosecuted if
they defaulted on their contracts. 1f Additional qualifications were added
to the government contracts when it was announced that contract money
paid on mortgaged lands had to be used to repay the loans, and also used
to repay government crop loans made the previous spring. U In Bell County,
the total payments on plowed up land came to $589,650 for 1933. The
Telegram, reported that fann income for 1933 would come to about one·
third more in Bell County than in 1932"~ Correspondingly, the cash farm
income for District 4 was about 30 percent above the 1932 level.'~
Even with the cash inducements used to encourage plowups, the 1933
crop came to 8,000 bales above the 1932 crop." Undoubtedly, many fanners
found ways to @Ixaggerate the amount of cotton they had grown in previous years, and thus escaped the full impact of the reduction. One farmer
said that he knew that some planters contrived to cut out the acres which
were the least productive, and although they plowed up the required
number of acres, they did not cut their production correspondingly."
Others fertilized more and/or cultivated more thoroughly. The unsatis+
factory results of the 1933 farm policy caused Congress to pass the
Bankhead Cotton Control Act in November 1933, which regulated cotton
supply and production through mandatory gin quotas. This nct marked
the deeth of voluntary cotton production control..o Cotton farming was
never to be the same again.
The years 1934 through 1936 showed little change in farm income in
District 4, but cash supports helped the fanner to a higher income than
he might otherwise have had. New laws and policies helped the 1937 and
1938 incomes to go above 100 million dollars in District 4 for the first
time since 1929, though they were still one-third off from that year.
The prosperous times of the Second World War began in 1939 and 1940
and the fann depression finally ended. Probably no other period had so
many different types oC critical problems for the Bell County fanners as
did the 1930's. When the desperate years were over, cotton was still the
king crop and the main source of fann income, but World War 11 and
various other influences changed things so that by the 1950's one-cropism
was no longer the chain around the neck that it had once been for Temple
and Bell Cou.nty and Cor the people who lived there. But the memories of
the old days lingered on: When a bale to the acre and 25 cents a pound
made a man rich, or the year that eotton was a nickel and it took four
acres to make :\ bale and a man lost more time and money just by bringing in his crop. Nevertheless, most people found ways to pick their cotton,
hoping that the price would improve.
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APPENDIX
TABLE I

Cotton Production of Bell County, Texas, and the
(in 1000 bales)

Year

Bell County
67
24
24
52
102
28
42
70
73
51
61
53
78.9
51
68
66
43
51
40

1916
1917
191
1919

1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934

Texas
3,726
3,125
21697
3,099
4,345
2,19
3,222
4,340

niled States

United States
11,448
11,284
12,018
11,481
13,428
7,945
9,755
10,140
15,630
13,566
15,621
13,492
14,291
15,643
14,362
16,681
11,306
12,314
10,024

4,949
4,163
5,628
4,362
5,106

3,940
4,037
5,320
4,500
4,428
2,401

Sources: Bell County Production: The "Texas Almanac (Dallas:
Th. DeLlIas Morning News), 1929, p. 223; 1936, p. 239.
Texas Production: Texas HWfiness Review, vol. VI, no.
12 (Austin: University of Texas Bureau of Business
Research, June 30, 1933), 5.
United States Production: Same as Texas Production.
TABLE II

Prices Per Pound Received by Texas Farmers for Cotton

v...

J.,..

1920

3•.2
10.8
16.8
25.2
32.3
22.6
17.1
10.6
18.1
17.5
Ili.9

li21

II!!
1921

192.
1925
1926
Ill!;
19'
I9tO
1910
19S1
1912
1913

....

Mar.

Apr.

aG.!

15.6

15.9

SG.O
g.,
16.0
27.6

Feb.
10.4

2G.G

S1.0
23.1
17.7
11.1
16.6
17.6
14.6
8.8
'.8

,...., ,..
s.•

g.•

....

27.5
2.(.7
11.9
13.0
17.6
18.4
11.6

28.0
23.9
11.9
12.3
18.5
18.0
14.1

••• '.2
,...., •••
5.':"

"'''''
as.!

•••

17.4

26.0
27.0
!S.I
18.1
1S.6
20.1
17.7
14.4
'.8

'.1

8.'

....••• •••
.... ....
....

June

19.'
25.7
27.4

11.6
14.6
19.6
17.6
11.8

JuJ7

AuI'.

Sept..

0".

Nov.

1••0

11.•

2j,8
11.6
20.5
2".9
!Z.O
22.4
17.2

22.8
18.'
fO.8
27.1
!S.I
21.6
11.7
ZO.9
17.8
17.3

15.9

12.1

11,;
U.8

16.2

n.5

21.1

24.4
27.0
21.8
15.8

15.'

20.8
17.4

11.'

%8.0
21.7
11.8
li.8
18.2
18.0

II.!

....
17.1
18.1
9.•

•••
••• ••• •••
s.s
s.s
7.'

8.'

s.a

a.'

7.0

10.6

'.1

'.1

'.1

8.'

to.'

22.7
18.1
10.8
19.9
17.6
1$.9

Doc.

24.0

IZ.O
2%.1
17.7

•••

18.5
17.8
16.9
8.7

•••
••• •••
••• •••

'.8

0.2
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AveraKe Prices
1920:
1921 :
1922:
1923:

17.31
16.77
21.95
21.77

1924: 22.98
1925: 20.a8
1926: 12.72
192i: 20.11

1928:
1929:
1930:
1931 :

17.64
16.S9
9.61
5.57

1932:
1988:

6.23
9.86

Source: Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, Prices Received by Texas
Farmers and Price Index Numbers, Miscellaneous Publication 401
(College Station: Deeember 1969).

TABLE III
Cash Farm Income
Year
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933

United States
(1000 dollars)
$13,120,000
13,693,000
13,773,000
11,163,000
8,846
6,481,000
6,766,000

Texas
(1000 dollars)
$821,767
883,741
781,909
637,320
378,693
321,611
369,973

Agricultural
District 4
$166,962
178,327
166.601
90,677
74,416
66,870
74,743

Sources: United States: U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Total GrOSH Income of 01,erat01's front Fa1'ming,
Report FIS-179 (Washington: U. S. Government
Printing Office, July 1960), 33.
Texas: Texas Agricultural Experiment Station,
Cash Fa1'm Receipts frQ'm the Sale of Texas Fwrm
Commodities, Miscellaneous Publication 274 (College
Station: May 1968), 6.
Agricultural District 4: F. A. Buechel, Fun1l- Cash
Income in Texas 1927-1938 (Austin: University of
Texas Bureau of Business Research, 1938), 33.

FOOTNOTES
IThe Temple Daily Telegmm, January 26, 1930.
ISee Appendix, Table IT.
'Ibid.
·See Appendix, Table 1.
5Peter Molyneaux, Tlte Cotton SOltth and Am.erican Trade Policy (Boston:
World Affair Book #17: [The National Peace Conference], 1934), 80.
·State of Te.x3s, Agricultural Experiment Station, "Prices Received by
Texas Farmers :lnd Price lndex Numbers" (Austin: 1958), 4.
rS ee Appendix, Table 1.
·See Appendix, Table H.
'See Appendix, Table 1.
IOSee Appendix, Table II.
"See Appendix, Table 1.
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I'See Appendix, Table 1.
uSee Appendix. Table II.
l:opersonal interview with T. E. Glasscock in Temple, July 26, 1966.
uSee Appendix, Table r.
nS ee Appendix, Table II.
tiThe Temple Daily Telegram. January 26, 1930.
"Ibid., October 28, 1929.
:olbicl" November 3, 1929.
:IS ee Appendix, Table III.
uSee Appendbc, Table III.
uTILe Temple Daily Telegntnl, February 24, 1930.
"Ibid., May 23, 1930.
::OSee Appendix, Table ]1.
'-The Temple Daily Telegram, June 4, 1930.
:rWilliam E. Leuchtenburg, Franklin D. Roosevelt unci the New Deal
(New York: Harper Torch Books, 1963L 156.
uThe Temple Daily Telegram, June 14, 1930.
"Ibid., September 21, 1930.
ulbid., August 7, 1930.
"Ibid" September 0, 1930.
"Ibid., August 29, 1930.
la/bid., August 31, 1930.
1liSee Appendix, Table II.
'~See Appendix, Table 1I1.
38The Temple DaUy Telegrnm, February 6, 1931.
lar/bid., January 2, 1931.
Sllbid., January 12, 1931.
u/bid., January 19, 1931.
"Ibid., July 30, 1931.
H/bid., July 30, 1931.
"Ibid., August 11, 1931.
u/bid., August 14, 1931.
II/bid., August 15, 1931.
u/bid., August 15, 1931.
"Ibid., September 23, 1931.
nIbi,I., July 3, 1931.
uThe Temple Daily Telegram, August 2, 1931,
··Ibid., September 9, 1931.
:A/bid., October 2, 1931.
.. Ibid., Octobor G, 1931.
"Ibid., October 4, 1931.
~3See Appendix, Table I.
:;IS ec Appendix, T3ble II J.
:;:;Thc Temple Daily Telegm 111 , February 2, 1932.
:o.llbid., February 2, 1932.
"Ibid., April 30, 1932.
:~/bid .• April 10, 1932.
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"Ibid., September 29, 1932.
"Ibid., September 29, 1932.
nlbid., October 11, 1932.
uSee Appendix, Table I.
uSee Appendix. Table II.
uSee Appendix, Table III.
"See Appendix, Table I.
1HThe Temple Duily Teleg1·um. February 11, 1933.
CI/bid., February 28, 1933.
"Leutchenberg, F"allklill D. RooHevelt, 48.
"Ibid., 51.
:IS ee Appendix, Table III.
:lrhe Temple /Jaily TeuUTfl.llI. June 29, 193:~.
:'Ibid., June 24, 1933.
"Ibid., June 28, 1933.
uIb1·d., June 29, 1933.
"See Appendix, Table 11.
"The Temple Daily Telegram. July 17, 1933.
"Ibid., July 21, 1933.
USee Appendix, Table II.
"The Temple Daily TeleUl'um, July 24, 1933.
'IIbid., July 26, 1933.
"Ibid., July 30, 1933.
ulbicL, August 3, 1933.
"Ibid., August 4, 1933.
"Ibid., August 23, 1933.
"Ibid., September 29, 1933.
USee Appendix, Table nI.
"See Appendix, Table 1.
"Glasscock interview.
"Leuc.henberg, F.,.ankU", D. Roosevelt, 74.
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The historical marker for "Woodland," home of Sam Houston, general of the Texas army, President oC the Republic of Texas, United States
Senator from Texas, ::md Governor of Texas, was dedicated on Marc!h
23, 1968.
Mrs. Malvin Stewart, chainnan of the Walker County Historical Survey
Committee, served as master of ceremonies; Dr. J. L. Clark read the
wording oC the marker; and Mrs. Grace Longillo, direelor of the Sam
Houston Shrine, accepted the marker on behalf of the State of Texas.

Houston Borne Marker
Shown in the picture from left to right, Mrs. Grace Longino, museum
director; Mrs. Malvin Stewart; Florine and Francis Robinson, daughters
of Mr. and Mn. W. T. Robinson Jr. of Huntsvillej and Dr. J. L. Clark.
The Walker County Historical Sunoey Committee dedicated a Texas
l\fedal1ion marker (or the Walker County Court House on April 21, 1968.
Those who 3ppeared on the program were: Dr. J. L. Clark, Mrs.
Malvin Stewart, County Judge Amos Gates, and Mrs. C. R. Hackney.

\Valker County Marker
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On December 24 1 1968, the Courthouse was destroyed by fire. The
damaged courthouse is the third courthouse that has served Walker
County, and was constructed in 1888 after a fire had destroyed another
coul1:house.

The \Valker County Histol;cal Survey Committee commended the
county judge .'lod the county commissioners for their speedy decision to
maintain the site of goyernment on the present location. The committee
realizes that the interior of the building must be modernized, but hopes
the Exterior DC t he building will remain as it has for the past eighty
yeaM.. The committee would consider that the loss of this building would
be a trngic loss to Huntsville, Texas, and the nation.·
The Walker County Historical Survey Committe(' dedicated the Samuel
Calhoun Cemetery Historical Marker on April 12, 1969. The cemetery
was established by Samuel Calhoun who was born in Abbeville, South
Carolina in 1783. Calhoun served as captain of the cavalry in the War
of 1812. He came to Texas in 1845 and purchased land in the area of
where Bedias Creek joins the Trinity River. The Calhoun Cemetery was
restored by a granddaughter, Mrs. Stephen Tredennick, of Meridian,
Connecticut, and a fund was endowed for the perpetual care of the ceme·
te.ry. Generations oC Calhollns are buried in the cemetery. Dr. Logan Wilson,
President of the American Council of Education, a great grandson, gave
a history of the Calhoun family. Othel' descendants who attended the
dedication were: S. C. Wilson Jr., a great grandson, and Mrs. Stephen
Treclennick, U A'randdaughter.

At Calhoun Commeration
·An entirely new building is to he built on the same site.
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Pictured, left to l'ight are Dr. Logan Wilson; Mrs. Annie Baldwin
Tredennick; Mrs. Malvin Stewart, who served as master of ceremonies at
the dedication; Mrs. Margaret Calhoun Connuble, a granddaughter of
Samuel Calhoun; C. S. Wilson; Dnd Carter W. McNay of Dallas.
On October 12, 1968, the Walker County Historical Survey Committee
presented a Texas Medallion to the Jardine-Bro\\."ne House, which is perhaps the oldest house in Walker County, The house is now on the farm
owned by Mr. :md Mrs. Ben Powell of Bouston. The old log house has been
restored by the Powells and suitable furnishing3 include antiques that
had been used by the Jardines, or the Brownes, or their (riends. Some
fixtures that were used in the restoration were brought from England and
Ireland.
The Jardine·Browne home was built by James Jardine before 1836. In
1849 Robert and Jane Jardine Browne left Ireland, with other members
of the (amily, to settle in Texas on land owned by Jane Jardine's uncle,
James Jardine. James Jardine later moved to Uvalde County but the families of his nephew and nieces remained in Walker County. Robert and
Jane Browne Jived in the Jardine house and became the parents of five
children. James Browne, a son, was born in 1850 and after his marriage
in 1882, to Annie Deats, whose family came from France, continued to
live with his parents in the Jardine-Browne house. Three children were
born to James and Annie and the two daughters, Mabel and Alberta. attended the dediention oC the marker to their old home.
~lr. Powell's first visit to the Jardine-Bl"own~ house was with his
mother when h~ was a sTllall boy. He and his mother were guests for
Miss Alberta's wedding.

The old home is located on the Possum Walk Hond near Huntsville.
Mrs. Malvin Stewart presided at the dedication, and Miss Mary Estell,
Dr. Anna Powell. Mr. Ben Powell, and Mrs. James G. Gee participated in
the program.
More than two hundred people attended the dedication on September
22, 1968, at the Winters' Memorial Park, which was created to honol" the
family of Jam\!3 and Rhoda Creel Beall Winters. The program was sponsored by the Walker County Historical Survey Committee, President
Houston Chapter of the Daughters of the Republic of Texas, and the
Winters' Memorial Associat~on. The park is located on Farm Road 2778, ten
miles northwest of New Waverly, Te.xas.
Mrs. Malvin Stewart gave the story of "Why the \Vinters Family Came
to Texas." She said, in 1832, on a Sunday, John Frelan \Vinters, a boy
of eighteen, slipped off' with a friend and went fishing. When John returned home his father punished him and he decided to ron away from
home and go to Texas. William Can'in, the eldest son oC James and Rhoda,
heard o( John's plans as the family was very dose, and William assembled
provisions and rame to Texas with John to help him get started. \Vhen
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the two arrived, they found what they believed was a paradise in the Big
Thicket. They built a log cabin, and spaded ground and planted corn and
pumpkins, and William returned to Tennessee for the family. John remamed in Texas to have plenty of food when the family arrived in Texas,
which it did on October 1, 1834. Their neighbors wel'e the friendly Coushatta
Indians.
James and Rhoda Winters were the parents of thirteen children, all born
in Tennessee. The park marker gives a brief history of the family. Three
sons, William Carvin, John FJ'elan, and James Washington served in the
Battle of San Jacinto, while James and Benjamin Franklin, n younger
son, hauled supplies for the Texas army. Two sons-in-law, Jackson Couch
and Charles Overby Edwards also served in the Texas army in 1836.
The park is landscaped with Iigustrum and red roses. An oak tree has
been planted in honor of each of the thirteen children of the family. A
sixteen-inch by twelve-inch plaque with a post has been placed by the direct
descendants by the trees that honor Orrin Lemon Winters, John Frelan
Winters, James Washington Winters, and Billington Taylor Winters.

The Hunt County Historical Survey Committee began this year by
participating in the installation of the new county officers on January 1,
1969. County Judge John W. Gover requested the Survey Committee
Chairman, W. Walworth Harrison, to relate the history of the courthouses
of the county beginning with the first tiny log building which was erected
1847.
Chairman Harrison also prepared a history of the newspapers of Greenville for use in the February 23, 1969, special edition of the Greenville Banne1". The special edition was in celebration of the hundredth anniversary of
the Herald as Ii weekly (the paper began publication April 14, 1869), and
the seventy-fifth anniversary of the Banlltr as a daily.
The Hunt County Committee has secured and dedicated a Texas Historical Marker for the Old Colony Line Road that traversed the north
line of Mercer's Colony, and passed through Hunt County east and west
at its midpoint. This road was a main thoroughfare for colonists going
to other parts of Texas, and for settlers who freighted with ox-drawn
wagons to and from Jefferson's waterfront.
On March 30, the Committee dedicated a marker at the site of the birthplace of General Claire Lee Chennault, who was the leader of the famous
Flying Tigers of China. The dedication was attended by members of the
Chen.nault family of Washington, D. C.: brother, Wilbur Chennault of
Sweetwater, Texas; a son. David W. Chennault of Monroe, Louisiana, and
former Flying Tigers and Fourteenth Air Force Veterans from Dallas and
California. The Color Guard and the Saber Guard of the ROTC unit at
East Texas State University also participated in the ceremony.
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Presentation of

TEXAS HISTORICAL MARKER
'0

THE CITY OF COMMERCE, TEXAS
Morch 30. 1969 - 3:00 P. M
In Tnnily Lutheran Church
K . - from .....M. Ionlioll IMI aloa .... SiAn

Invoca'ion __._•.' ._•..

._.. _

.. The Rev. Harold Fleischhouer
Pallor, Trinity lUTheran Church

Introductions ._.....__.

W. Walworth Harrison, Chairman
Hun' CounTy HlsfOrtcal Survey Comminee

..__ ._ .. The Honorable Fletcher Worren,
Ambassador In Residence
Eost Texas Sla'e Universify

PresentaTion of Ihe Marker

Acceptance of ,he Marker __
Response ._..

...•_.__..••

__

_
Dr. W. J. Bell,
Mayor of Commerce, TIIlIIOS
._.•...
.._ .__._.._. _ Mrs. Anno Chennault
Vice President for Internotional AHairs
The Flying Tiger line, Washington, D. C
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A Texas Historical Marker has been placed on the ground of the G,·CC,I·
ville Herald Banner to commemorate the founding of the Herald on April
14, 1869. The Herald is the oldest business in Hunt County. John C. Boyne
was lounder, editor, and proprietor oC the Hcrald; he also founded the
Banner in 1875. The two papers were competitors for eighty-one years
until a merger in 1956.
A Texas Historical Building )1edallion has been received for the Bourland-Stevens-Samuell Home. A dedication program is being planned. This
old home is located at 1916 Stonewall Street in Greenville. The house was
built in 1883 by Mrs. Virginia Bourland Stevens, who used u part oC her
earlier home which was built circa 1855 on land deeded to her by her father,
Colonel James Bourland. The Bourland home was adjacent to the Greenville townsite which had been donated by 1\1. H. Wright. Bourland was
Collector oC Customs on the Red River by appointment of President Sam
Houston. He was later state senator from Red River and Lamar counties
when Hunt County was created.
The Hunt County Historical Society meets quarterly. At a meeting on
March 2. 1969, Farrell Welch, local violinist, gave a history of music in
Greenville. Dean J. W. Rollins, former dean of men and athletic director
and Coach at Wesley College in Greenville, dean of men at East Texas
State University, and dean oC students at Texas A&M niversity, spoke to
the society at the June 1 meeting.
Hunt County Historical Society officers were re-elected at the June
meeting: Dr. W. E. Sawyer, president; General Hal C.
orton, vicepresident; Mr. Ed M. Jones, secretary; Mrs. Norine P. Morris, treasurer;
and W. Walworth Harrison, curator and correspondent.

The Beaumont Heritage 'ociety has, with the assistance of the Junior
League of Beaumont, acquired the title to the John J. French House and
Trading Post. This famous old house was built in 1845 and eighty-five per
cent of the original structure is still intact. The restoration is under the
direction of Raiford Stripling, architect and student of Texas history, of
San Augustine.
The Nederland Chamber of Commerce has sponsored the c~nstruction
of the Dutch \Vinclmill Museum. This has been a civic project of importance. As. Mrs. Will E. \Vilson, of the Beaumont Heritage Sodety and
member of the Texas State Historical Sur\'ey Committee reports. and the
report is \'erified by Stephen F. Austin State Uiliversity Professor Robert
S. Maxwell in his Whiatle in the Pinev Woods; Paul Bremond and tile Houston. East and Wcst Railway, Arthur Stillwell, a businessman of Kansas
City conceived the idea of building what he thought of as an "air line"
railroad to the Gulf. He Ceared the sometime storms of tremendous
violence on the coast of the Gulf of Mexico might be injurious to what he
believed necessary for a terminus, so he envisioned a city on a landlocked
lake where the buildings necessary for the terminus would be safe from
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storms. tillwell decided to purchase facilities on Sabine Lake. laid out
the town of Port Arthur and dug ;1 canal to deep water. He financed his
railroad through a bank in Holland, and the railroad company and the
bank together brought over Dutch colonists in the 1890's who settled
in Nederland.
There has been n renewal of interest in the Dutch settlers, and the
Dutch Windmill :\tuseum is being built to selove as a place to keep relics
the colonists brought to the new country. The Windmill :Museum will also
have a gift shop and a flower garden.
The Jefferson County Historical Survey Committee is preparing markers
for early trails in Jefferson County. A marker is to be at Nome which is on
the Opelousas Road, and another at Cevelier's Ferry, a crossing on the
Beaumont-Jasper Road was also the crossing for cattle driven on the
Opelousas Trail.
The Jefferson Committee is also working with a local committee from
Port Neches to mark the site of Grigsb)"s Bluff and the Joseph Grigsby's
homestead. Joseph Grigsby was born in Virginia in 1771 and came to
Texas in 1827 with ele\'en of his thirteen children. He settled at Grigsby's
Bluff about 1833. In 1837 he was elected Commissioner to represent the
land office in Jefferson County. It. has been said that Grigsb)' started all
surveys in the area from a large pecan tree that was in his back yard.
The tree is still standing. Grigsby later represented Jefferson County in
the second. third, and fifth Congresses of the Republic of Texas. Grigsby
died in 1841, and Grigsby's BlufT was named for him. Grigsby's Bluff
became a trading post and boat landing, and retained the name oC Grigsby's
Bluff to 1901. a period of sixty-eight years. ]n 1901 the name was changed
to Port Neches. and has been called Port Neches for sLxty-eight yeaTS.

A regional meeting or the Texas Historical Surve)' Committee was held
at the Texas Brag Restaurant in Livingston on Friday, March 21, 1969.
Most of the twenty-nine counties in the region were represented. Mrs.
John J. Hollenburger, Polk County Chairman. Mayor Joe Pedigo. County
Judge Peyton M. Walters, and Chamber of Commerce President Dale Fox
welcomed the ,group. Others who appeared on the program were Truett
Latimer. Executive Director of the Texas Historical Survey Committee;
Mrs. Will E. Wilson, Beaumont Region Chninnan and tate Board member;
Dick Roberts, Travel and Infonnation Agency, Texas Highway Department; Diana Files, State Museum Consultant; Ruth Peebles, Polk County
Archives Chairman; R. E. Watson. Field Director of the State Committee;
Hal Jensen from the State Archeology office; and Lester Prokof. a State
Board member from Houston.
Gertrude Blodgett Murphy willed $100,000 to the city of Livingston for
the foundation of a Ubrary and museum. Funds have been received from
other sources, both public and private, that have supplemented the original
gift. On March 23, 1969, the Murphy Memorial LibraTy was officially
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opened with a ribbon-cutting ceremony. Participating in the opening ceremony were Mayor Joe Pedigo; Ernest Cochran, president of the Hbrar)'
board; and Mrs. Ernest Reuter Jr., a niece of the donor. Approximately
five hundred individuals visited the library immediately following the
opening C'eremony.

Front view of Murphy Memorial Library
Murphy Memorial Library is centrally located on a large plot of landscaped ground at 601 West Church treel. As the Polk County Enterprist
of March 26, 1969, reported:
In the adult reading section, a wide variety of seating arrangements is pennitted by the use of circular tables, six-place and
eight·place oblong tables, including a slant-top table to facilitate
ease in the handling of large or heavy books. Custom-designed
sheh,jng with built-in book supports, all wood with metal shelves,
combines the warmth of wood with the flexibility oC steel. Clearly
marked stacks facilitate the location oC wanted material. Adult
fiction occupies the east and south walls of the main Reading
Room while middle stacks hold adult non-fiction books and the
Adult Short Story collection.
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Juvenile Section
Wetl·stocked sheh·es. colorful accents in book jackets and upholstery,
plus inviting seating arrangements are intentional "Book Bait" designed
to lure and land juvenile readers. Reference works of juvenile age level
are conveniently 1000ated here.

The Rose Hill Cemetery is one of the oldest cemeteries in Texarkana.
It was created in 1874, the )'eal' after Texarkana was established and
was at first called the "City Cemetery!' The cemetery has received careful planning (or many years for in 1889 the Rose Hill Cemetery Association was fanned to beautify and maintain the tract.
Many of the early citizens of Texarkana are buried in Rose HiIIplantation owners, a livery stable owner, a cabinet maker, at. least two
members of the Texas Legislature, some seventy ConCederate soldiers.
and at least three Union soldiers. Many of the older graves are placed in
cement cradles, a surviving custom of earlier times.
Several burials are the result of the Paragon Saloon disaster which
occurred when a storm caused 3 nearby building to collapse and a fire
in the saloon.
A very impressive monument marks the grave of Corporal Otis Henry,
a World War T soldier who died in France October 6, 1918, as a resuli
of poison gas. The gTave of Captain Francis Marion Henry, an early
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Corporal Otis Henry Monument
prominent citi.zen of Texarkana, and a great-great grandson of Patrick
Henry of Revolutionary days, has been marked by a Texas Historical
Marker.
The center-drive lots are reserved for designated soldiers of the last
two World Wan of Bowie County, Texas, and Muller County, Arkansas.
On March 28, 1968, an official Texas Historical Marker was unveiled
on the site of the first DiscipLes of Christ Church to be organized in
Texas. This church was located four and one-half miles north of present
Te.xarkann, on Highways 69 and 71, and was the result of the move to
Texas of Collin McKinney and some oC his kinsmen and neighbors.
Collin McKinney was born in New Jersey on April 17,1776. His Camity
moved to Virginia in 1780, and later to what became known as McKinney's
Station near Crab Orchard. Kentucky. The urge to move westward must
have been strong in Collin McKinney, for in 1824 at the age of fortyeight he led a large clan of kinsmen and neighbors to what they believed
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to be Texas, but Inter discovered they were living in Arkansas six miles
outside DC the Texas border. In 1831 the group moved to the Red River
at a crossing that came to be known as :\tcKinne)"s Landing, or some~
times wns called Hickmnn's Prairie. There was still a question of whether
or not they were in Texas; however, Collin )lcKinney sen'ell in the Texas
Convention of 1836 which met at Washington-on-the-Brazos and signed the
Declaration oC Independence of Texas, and sen"ed more than one term in
the Congress of the Republic of Texas. It was not until 1841 that the Red
River settlement was definite!)· declared to be part of Texas.
While living at :'olcKinney's Landing, )tcKinney, in the winter of 1&411842 assisted the Reverend G. Gates from Jeffersonville, Indiana, in organizing a Christian Church. The newly organized church had sixteen members.

The Central Christian Church of Texarkana served as the host (or the
dedication o( the historical marker. The church bulletin which included
the progTnm of the dedication staled:
This congregation is not descended directly from the group (that

The marker for the Fint Disciples of Christ Churr.h in Texa•. From leU
10 right: Charles R. Woodburn, Amarillo, President of the Tuas Hislorkal
urvey Commillee, and ecrelal")' of Ihe Texas Hislorical Foundation;
James F. Long ]], Texarkana. descendanl of Collin McKinney; Katrina
Pinkerlon, Texarkana, descendanl of Collin McKinney; Dr. A. T. DeGroot,
Fort Worth, Professor of r.hureh hislory, Brite Divinity School, Texas
Christian University.
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founded the Christian Church at McKinney's Landing) as they
moved to Collin County.
Some of the Collin McKinney clan remained in Bowie County and some
descendants are members of this congregation.
The marker reads:
FIRST DISCIPLES OF CHRIST IN TEXAS
Worshiped in 1831 at McKinney's Landing where the McKinney
family and a small group of neighbo... Illet together for informal
services during the winter oC 1841-1842. A traveling preucher
from Illinois, G. Gates, organized the congregation into a church.
He later wrote, 101 remained with the brethren about a week. ...
gathered scattered sheep and constituted a church of 16 mem~
bers with fair prospects for more."
. )o

First leader of the group was Collin McKinney, who had come
with his lamily from Kentucky to Te.'Cas in 1831. When Mexico
governed the state, the worship services he started were in defiance of the laws of Mexico which demanded the allegiance of each
citizen to the Catholic religion. In 1836, he signed the Texas
Declaration of Independence. Collin County nnd the City of Mo·
Kinney bear his nnm(l.
Between 1844 and 1846, the McKinney families and neighbors
moved their congregation to Mantua, near Van Alstyne, where
they met in a wooden church 'with a four-foot wall separating men
from women. Five slaves of the family were members oC the
Mantua group. When t.he railroad built past Van Alstyne, they
moved there and organized the First Christian Churc.h. Direct
descendant of the 1881 congregation.
Mrs. A. A. Forrester, u local Texarkana historian, says that it should
be noted that Collin McKinney was a citizen of eight different govern~
ments during his lifetime. He was born a citizen of George III of England.
During the American Revolution he was a citizen of the colonial gO\'em~
ment of ew Jersey;l and afterwards a citizen of the United States. When
McKinney came to Texas in 1 31 he became a citizen of )lex..ico, and in
1835 when Texans found it necessary to create what was known as the
Provisional Government,: Collin sen'ed under this gO\'ernment until Texas
declared her independence. After independence Collin became a citizen
of the Republic of Texas. When Texas joined the Union he again became
a citizen oC the United States, and died a ConCederate dtizen.
In 1846 the Texas Legislature created Collin County, and did not state
for whom the county was named, and the Legislature at the same time
changed the name of the county seat from Buckner to McKinne)', Ilgain
no reason was given for the change. Historians are agreed that the
county and the county seat were named for Collin McKinney.
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IEditor's Note: The Colonial Government of New Jersey owed some
allegiance to the Continental Congress.
:Editor's Note: The so-called Provisional Government., after a short
time, became practically no government.
The R. :\1. Hubbard home, 108 :\Iagnolia Street, New Boston, has beell
awarded a Texas Historical Building )ledallion along with a plate which
gives a capsule history of the home. The marker reads:
Ht:BBARD HOME

Built in 1904 Cor owner Robt. ~t. Hubbard. Bayard Witt nrchi·
Victorian st)'ling, with eight irregular·sized gables: leaded
glass in bay window. Distinguished \'isitors have included states·
men and business and social leaders of Texas. Owner R. ~1. Hubbard was named to the Texas Highway Commission in 1918 by
Go\'emor W. P. Hobb)". He served as chainnan until 1926, and was
influential in raising Highway Uepartment standards. Recorded
Texas Historical Landmark 1967.
l~t.

From left to
·~rrs.

ri~ht.

Loyd Wilson,

~1r1.

R. )1. Hubbard, and A. A. Forestu.·

A. A. Forrester is Bowie Count)' Sun'ey Chainnan.
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Loyd Wilson, President of the First National Bank of New Boston,
presented Mrs. R. ~1. Hubbard the certificate making the Hubbard home
a recorded Texas Historical landmark.
R. M. Hubbard was born in Cooper, Texas, November 19, 1876, and
grew up in Paris, Texas. He was graduated from the Unh'ersity of Vir.
ginia, and from Law School or the University of Texas in the class with
Morris Sheppard and Tom Connally. Hubbard began the prnctice of law
in Bowie County in 1897, and later sen'ed as assistant county attorney.
After serving as highway commission chairman Hubbard sen-ed in the
Texas Legislature, and on the Texas Cotton Crop Allotment Board. At
the time of his death on November 6, 1934, he was serving as president
of the First Nalional Bank of New Boston.
On April 26, 1904, Hubbard married Miss Berta Lee Hart and took his
bride to the l"ome that had recently been completed. The Hubbard home
was built on the site of the first school building in New Boston. A cottage
built (rom the lumber of the first school building is located on the grounds
at the back of the house.
The Texas Forestry Association's spring meeting was held on Tuesday,
May 6, at the Holiday Inn in San Augustine. Some 200 attended the
convention and enjoyed an outstanding program of forestry and history.
After lunch the Association dedicated a historical marker commemorating 160 years of sawmilling in Texas. The marker is located near the
Ayish Bayou bridge.
Lee B. Zeagler, of Diboll,
ciation, and a descendant of
in the San Augustine area
catory address. The marker
Committee.

a past president of the Texas Forestry Assoone of the earliest sawmill families to operate
before Texas became a state, made the dediwas approved by the Texas Historical Suntey

The inscription on the marker reads in part:
Texas first million·dollar industry-lumbering-was born to
recorded histor)' with the building of two sawmills in 1819..
In these times trees were felled using an a..'(e and a wedge..
At the mill the logs were often stored in a mill pond, to keep them
from rotting, and then they were sawed by various methods.
Two primitive ones-soon abandoned-were pit sawing, a slow,
exhausting two-man process, and the muley mill powered by
animals.
A later improvement was sash saw, which was SO nearly effortless that one old-timer c1aime<j the attendant "could read the
Bible or the Galveston News while the saw was cutting."
In the mid·nineteenth century, logging served as a pivot point
Cor dozens of subsidiary industries: railroad building and lumber-
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iog had a strong mutual inffuence; and the gusto DC loggers' lore
is still ali"e in the rich heritage of the Piney \Voods.

"The Trinity Valley Historical Review" is n new publication, published
by the graduate students of North Texas State University. The first issue
contains an interesting array of articles... An Emigrant's Guide (or Women;
Contemplating Going to Oregon"; HHistorical Realities in the Octopus";
"The Negro and Arkansas State Constitution of 1868": and liThe Political Activities of Samuel Adams."
Annual subscription rates are two dollars. Infonnation may be obtained
(rom the Department of HistOT)t, North Texas State University, Denton,
Texa. 76203.

Sou.thwest Heritag~ in its third year is a quarterly publication published
by the Southwest Heritage Publishing Company of Amarillo. Subscription
rate is $7.50 per year and single copies sell for $2.
The outhwest Heritage publishes what are said to be true storie:i of
Texas. Oklahoma, New ::'olexico, Kansas, Colorado, and Arizona. The stories
are diligentl)! researched, though no footnotes are used, and are interestingly written and unusually well illustrated. ~10st of the stories are of
the frontier.
Jerry Sinise is the editor, and the company's address is Box J327,
Amarillo, Texas 79105.
The Texas Old )1useum ami Forts Restoration Association published in
June, 1969, \'olume olle in pamphlet fonn. This publication is a record of
t.he 1969 annual meeting which was held at Fort ~feKavett. The officers of
the association are: President, Mrs. Henrietta Henry, 524 North 22nd
Street., Wacoj First Vice President, Mr. RaiIoard Stripling, Box 522, an
Augustinej Second Vice President, ~lr. Robert Coffee, 2102 Parkway,
Austin; Third Vice President, Mrs. Lawrence Dunlap, 3824 Nonnandy,
Dallasj Fourth Vice President, Mrs. Frances Fish, Menard; Secretory.
Treasurer, Mrs. Robert Souther, Rosebud; Parliamentarian, Mrs. Sterling
C. Robertson, Box 36, Salado.
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BOOK REVIEWS
The White. Path. By W. E. S. Folsom-Dickerson. San Antonio (The Naylor
Company), 1965. U1ustrations. P. 148. $3.95.
This book is a contemporary anthropological study of the AlabamaKoasati (commonly spelled "Coushatta") Indians set within a historical
conte-xt. It is not a tracing of the step-by-step developments of this Indian
"national" group throughout the past several centuries as its title suggests.
The author, however, relies upon events in the chronological development
of the Alabnma-Koasati to answer what be terms lithe problem."
To find its answer, Folsom-Dickerson lived on the East Texas reservation during a period of intensive research. He posed six Questions and
sought to define the problem through a thorough examination of the
Alabama-Koasati Indians' past, including their social and cultural development, their economic and political structure, and the physical environments which they seemed increasingly prone to inhabit. From this historical
perspective, Folsom-Dickerson attempts, in his own words, "to detennine
with more exactness the qualities of character which cast them into their
present day fonn." (p. 6.)
The first section of the book looks at the antiquity of the present tribe
and briefly describes how the Alabama·Koasati Indians maintained cultural and tribal unity and continuity throughout successive contact with
the Spanish, French and English explorers, with the frontier colonists and
under the Texas governments of Spain, Mexico, the Republic, the State,
the Confederacy, and the present day political powers.
Then, through u series of detailed examinations of the tribe's religion
(including the dominating influence of the Presbyterian Church missionaries), its cosmic and natural conceptions, its language, and its internal
and external relations with whites, Folsom·Dickerson finally draws some
conclusions based on his observations and questions, taking into account
his self-admitted ". . . mental slants and pet theories." (p. 133.) Setting
up a skeleton framework on which to hang the answers to the six previously mentioned questions. the author "ery satisfactorily, in my opinion,
accomplishes the purpose for which he wrote the book.
Although each question is answered separately and thoroughly, FolsomDickerson is emphatic in stressing that the ultimate solution to the
Alabama·Koasati Indians' past problems lies in the " . . . one outstanding trait which holds them together today: their group impulse toward
cooperation." (p. 139.) A listing of the traditional cultural traits native
to the Alabamn·Kaosati, together with a listing of acculturated white
social traits show to what a remarkable degree these Indians have maintained their anthropological and racial integrity, despite the integrating
forces still present today.
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The book reads easily, and Folsom.Dickerson's scholarly approach is
tempered by his frequent use of line drawings depicting village society
and a string oC often humorous anecdotes. While the book contains excellent sections on the id ntification of medicinal and non-medicinal plants
used by the Tndians as well as nn interesting study of phonetic and phonemic
language patterns, the reader often feels the need for an index which the
author unfortunately omitted.
Wilbert Love Jr.
Grapeland, Texas

The LS Brand: The Story 0/ a Texas Panhandle Ranch. By Dulcie Sullivnn. Austin (University of Texas Press) t 1968. Tllustrations and
index. P. 178. $5.00.
Tracing the history of 11 ranch is n difficult nnd arduous task. To include
enough facts to make the book coherent and at the same time not to
include too many non-essenlial details is the primary problem. Dulcie Sui·
livan attempts to solve this problem, but she falls short of doing so.

Tile LS Brand is the story of the birth, growth, and death of a West
Texas ranch. The book is divided into eighteen chapters, for the most
part arranged chronologically, which deal with incidents in the life of
the LS Ranch. The incidents are, however, not related enough to produce
a story line for the entire book. tn two consecutive chapters, :\1iss Sullivan
may be talking about the same problems, but the characters and the situations change so much that it is difficult to establish the continuity that
would ha,'c made this more attractive.
The characters in this book also }JOse a problem. There are certain individuals who are disc."usse<! throughout the entire book, and it is easy to
follow their development. Yet in each chapter there are characters introduced with no background or buildup. This same character may then
leave and ne"er be heard from again. Too many characters are introduced in this way, leaving the reader to wonder about. what becomes
of the individual.
The author's purpose in depicting the history of the LS Ranch and the
individuals who are connected with the ranch is achie"ed interestingly.
The author shows the hardships lhut the cowboy went through nt roundup time. :\liss Sullivan also demonstrates how the introduction of ubob
wire" completel)" changed the philosophy of the cattle ranch. Finally, she
demonstrates the loyalt), that the cowboy has to his brand and ranch.
This book is good, enjoyable reading, but )'Iiss Sullivan covers too much
in a short book and leaves the reader guessing too much. The best feature
of the book i~ the personal anecdotes relating to the individual characters.
Allan Dinsmore
Eldorado, Texas
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Civil War Books, A Critical Bibliography. By Allan Nevins, James I.
Robertson, Jr., and Bell I. Wiley. Baton Rouge (Louisiana State Univeraity Presa). Vol. I, 1967, Vol. II, 1969. Index, P. I, 276, II, 326.
$11.60 each.
The literature of the American Civil War has long inspired writers of
fiction and serious history to their more prolific work. More has been
written on this subject than any other, except perhaps Christ. During
the years of the Centennial it was fashionable for reviewers to compare
war-related publications to a flood, a heavy weight, or some other superlative, usually accompanied by a h~hum and a sneer. "Here's another one
on THE WAR," they would often whine, "if all the books on THE WAR
were laid end to end, they would bridge the Mississippi lengthways." It is
the truth of such statements that gave the sarcasm its greatest sting. There
had been many books publisbed on the subject, and there were going to be
many more. Some were good, some very bad, and many, too many, were
mediocre. The number, the weight, the volume of them was so staggering
that only a few emerged over the years as "regulars," those identifiable to
professionals and knowledgeable amateurs as the best. Yet even the worst
has a use for somebody, if be can only find it. The two volumes under
discussion are designed for that purpose.
Nobody knows how many books have reached print on this particular
subject, and the three senior and fourteen (Robertaon bas a double role)
associate editors have made no attempt to list them all. Of the eatimated
40,000 to 60,000 possible titles, they have attempted to provide bibliographic
references for only about 5,700. They have excluded manuscripts, articles
(with a few exceptions), doctoral dissertations, master's theses, poetry,
drama, fiction, and juvenile, satirical and tongue-in-cheek works. Volume
I contains approximately 2,700 annotated titles, divided into seven major
divisions: Military Aspects-Mobilization, Organization, Administration,
and Supply; Military Aspects-Campaigns; Military Aapects-Soldier
Lifej Prison and Prisoners of Warj The Negro; The Navies; and Diplomacy. Volume II contains approximately 3,000 annotated titles, divided into
eight major divisions: General Works; Biographies, Memoirs and Col~
lected Works of Important Leaders and Key Personalities; Tbe Confederacy-Government and Politics; The Confederacy-State and Local
Studies; The Confederacy-Social and Economic Studies; The UnionGovernment and Politics; the Union-State and Local Studies; The Union
-Economic and Social Conditions.
The fonnat is simple and easy to follow. The arrangement is alpha·
betical within each major division, and each entry looks like an olf-set
reproduction of a library catalog card. It gives the author's name, the
title, publisher, place and date of publication, and a brief physical description. The latter includes the number of pages, and whether or not it contains illustrations, portraits, maps, and related infonnation. In somewhat
larger print there appears a two to five line editorial comment outlining
the book's most notable attribute.
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The uses of such a work are as numerous as its users. It, and other
works like it sponsored by state agencies, may be the most lasting contribution of the Centennial years, and especially of the U. S. Civil War
Centennial Commission, which is its sponsor. The fact that the index for
the whole work is just now available in Volume II is but a minor initation; the author who does not find his book or the reader who fails to
locate a favored classic may doubt the compiler's yardstick, but it is a
major work that should grace every library that can afford it, public
and private. But it must be used to be appreciated.

Archie P. McDonald
Stephen F. Austin State University

The WeBtward Movem<1lt: A S/um; History. By Kent Ladd Steclanessu.
New York (McGraw-Hili), 1969. illustrations, maps, index, bibliography. P. 488. $8.60.

The W68twMd Movement is written as a textbook summary of the
migration west in America. It begins with chapters on the colonial settlementa moving gradually to the Mississippi and beyond to the Pacific.
After discusaing the erossing, Professor Steclanesser studies the Ulast"
frontiers of miners, cattle, transportation and the Great Plains.
Although there is nothing new in the treatment, The Weltward MOV61M1'lt
contains a great deal of factual and anecdoticn1 material. This combined
with an interesting and readable style should succeed in making the
volume popular with even the lay reader.

However, u • • • as a basic text for an undergraduate course in westward
movement . . ... (p. v), one finds a surprising lack of depth. Major economic, social and political trends are barely discussed. Unfortunately, this
is coupled with hasty generalizations that could cause the reader to Question the validity of other statements that are well researched. This point
in particular might have been avoided with the addition of footnotes.

Since the author explains in his preface that he did not intend to include
strict economic and political discussions, some of these omissions are
understandable. His intentions for the use of the book a8 a text, how·
ever, would seem to indicate their inclusion.
In summary, The Westward MOtIement definitely possesses some merit
a text for a survey course or for reference. It would be acceptable for
junior or senior university level history only as a supplement.
A8

H. L. Latham
Nacogdoches, Texas

Wealth and Pow6r in America: An Analysis 0/ Social Class and Incom6
Distributwn. By Gabriel Kolko. New York (Praeger, paper), 1962.
P. xiv+178. Charts, notes and index. $1.96.
This work is one of many of a similar nature dealing with th.e eco-
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nomic inequities of American life. Kolko's work, like many of the others,
represents a sharp departure from the general affluence consensus of
the economic, social and political writers of the 1950's. This general
affluence thesis holds that because of the changes which have occurred in
the United States in the last fifty years, and particularly since the New
Deal of the Thirties, the distribution of goods, services, and income has
become more equitable. All of this, the holders of the general affluence
thesis believe, was brought about by such things as more social services,
progressive taxes, mass production nnd broader marketing techniques.
The thesis further holds that the United States is moving toward a
more equitable standard of living and that through the marvels of
modern technology and management, both governmental and private, we
are eliminating poverty. Kolko takes to task the holders and propagators
of the thesis-John Kenneth Galbraith, because his work is misleading;
and Frederick Lewis Allen snd Seymour M. Lipset, because he obviously
considers them almost completely ignorant and totally unqualified to
speak on any subject.
From the beginning of the work the lines are clearly drawn. Economics
and economic determinism are the themes. Kolko even dismisses race as
secondary to the problems of i.ncome and advantage distribution. The
Question of race aggravates the problems, but the Negro's problems,
according to the author, are essentially no different from the other low
income groups. The lack of opportunity existing in the lower socioeconomie levels cuts across racial lines.
Kolko's attack on the view that there is a leveling tendency is devastating. He produces facts and figures to prove quite the opposite. Income
is as concentrated now in the United States as it was in 1910. Indeed
because of hidden income and what he calls f1income in kind," the upper
ten per cent of the population has perhaps a larger share of the national
income than it did in 1910. The changes which have occurred in the last
fifty years in income distribution have been slight. In the bottom eight
of the ten ten-percentile brackets the change has been less than two
per cent except for the bottom two brackets. In the bottom bracket, for
example, the share of income concentrated there has fallen steadily from
4.3% in 1910 to 1.1% in 1958. Figures such ss these hardly indicate
a movement toward the equalization of income.
Kolko's thesis throughout the book is that all the good things of American society-health and medical care, education, opportunity and accumulation-are distributed in an almost direct proportion to income level.
His figures on health care and education, including the distribution of
scholarships support his thesis in vivid detail.
The system works to the advantage of the "haves" and to the disadvantage of the Hhave DotS." The structure of the income tax, often cited
3S a leveling influence, has made no appreciable effect on the change of
income distribution. The many loopholes work to the advantage of the
rich, who through e.~nse accounts and business expenses write-off
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everything from safaris to diamonds. The author points out, also, that
the income tax is the only tax that is even faintly progressive. All of the
others are regressive and fall most heavily on the poor, taking a disproportionately large share of their already meager income.
In education the same situation prevails. In studies of high school
students with the same grades and the same I.Q. scores, three times as
many students of the upper fifty per cent of the income groups are
offered scholarships to college. The fallacy that intelligence is concomitant with accomplishment has no basis in fact. Accomplishment and education are related more to socio-economic standing than to any other factor.
Other examples, supported by huge amounts of statistical data, show
the increasing concentration of purchasing power, mobility, housing and
tax benefits into the bands of the upper income groups.
The author points out that poverty, instead of decreasing, is on the
increase in the United States, and that this increase is likely to continue.
The profile of the lower classes, particularly the lower thirty per cent,
has seen changes in the last fifty years which, as things stand now,
makes their continued decline almost inevitable. Their lack of access
to education and therefore to opportunity, the increased numbers of
heads of households who are mothers with dependent children, the concentration into cities where survival is impossible without aid, and other
factors contribute to the decline of the lower class.
Kolko in his last chapter says that it is not his intention to offer
solutions to these problems. True to that principle, he does not. But it
is clear that he is saying that since income distribution is the number
one problem with both poverty and power, some means for a significant
redistribution of income and opportunity is necessary to stem the tide
of increasing economic and social difficulty in the United States.

Wealth and Power in A merica, despite all of its statistical data., is a
well written book; and is both interesting and provocative. It is well worth
the reading and I would highly recommend it to anyone interested in the
subject of national income distribution and the relating problems of poverty, the tax structure and economic opportunity.
Carl L. Davis
OkJohoma State University

E8l1allB on the New DeaL By WiLmon H. Droze, George Wolfskill, and
William E. Leuchtenburg. Austin (The University of Texas Press),
1969. P. 115. $$3.95.
Essays on the New Deal is the second volume of lectures given in
memory of Walter PTescott Webb. The essays are a tribute to the influence of his work upon other men's thinking as seen through new and
continuing scholarly research..
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The first of the three essays is "The New Deal's Shelterbelt, 19341942" by Wilmon H. Droze. The essay begins with news that startled
America in 1934-a forest one hundred miles wide was to be planted
across the prairie from Texas to Canada. Mr. Droze reveals the trials
and tribulations that the project had, in a short, compact essay. The
author has done an excellent job of research, and his essay is one of
the best accounts on the Shelterbelt project.
The second of the essays, liThe New Deal Critics: Did They Miss the
Point'?" by George Wolfskill, is an interpretative rather than a narrative
account of the facts on the New Deal, but the presentation does not do
justice to the subject, due to its wide scope. The New Deal had many
more important critics whom Mr. Wolfskill did not discuss. His interpretations of the critical materials were overwhelmed by his own viewpoint,
a disguising respect for Franklin D. Roosevelt.
"Franklin D. Roosevelt's Supreme Court Packing Plan" by William E.
Leuchtenburg is the longest and most thorough of the three essays. He
begins with Roosevelt's first controversy, the court decisions on the Agricultural Adjustment Act and then moved swiftly into the threatened Court
packing. The author tells of the 1937 message to Congress by Franklin
Roosevelt, and approaches the issue it presented, in a balanced and objective manner. In conclusion he places a great emphasis on the effect the
incident had on later American politics.
The essays are good and accomplish the aims of their authors, but each
leaves the subject open to further research.
Donald L. Smiley
Lufkin, Texas

James Madison. By Neal Riemer. New York (Washington Square Press),
1968. P. 238. Choronology and index. $0.75 (paper).
This recent analysis of the ideas of a leading American political theorist,
Father of the Constitution, author of the national Bill of Rights, and
fou.rth President of the United States, is another volume in the Great
American Thinkers series. In it Neal Riemer, well-known student of American political thought and professor of political science, has attempted to
prove the contentions that Madison was "our most creative political theorisl"
According to Riemer, the basic problem for the infant state as seen
through Madison's eyes was the creation of a republican government over
a large area. Madison's "creative" solution to the problem thus posed was
a "new l.:illd of federal government," one that strengthened the necessary
powers of the central government and at the same time limited the discordant activities of the states." To be "republican" as Madison saw it, this
new government would have to be a "limited, representative, responsible."
Madison's unique contribution to the theory of republican government,
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Riemer contends, included <Chis conception of genuine religious liberty, his
articulation of a new republican system in federalism, and his theo'ry of
n republican political opposition!'
Madison's approach to this new federalism was basically pragmatic. The
powers of the central government and of the state governments, for example, should depend upon their success in serving their respective constituents rather than some abstract legal formula. His unique contribution
bere was his advocacy of a free, popular government in a large and strong
republican state and his construction of specific plans to achieve it.
To achieve his goal of a strong, though limited, federal government in a la:rge republican state, Madison evolved the first American theory
of pluralist democracy. He, much earlier than most political theorists, here
or elsewhere recognized that there must be in all societies a vast diversity
of interests and parties. They could not be eliminated and a homogenous
society created e."(cept on a very small scale, a scale far too small for the
United States. Madison thus argued that they can be controlled only. He
advocated such devices as majority rule, limited government, representative institutions, basic civil liberties, and a republican party system.
Professor Riemer has stated his case plainly and defended it well. His
study of Madison's political philosophy should help to persuade American
students that Madison deserves to be considered as one of the most important of our political theorists. In a practical sense his contributions to
American government easily equal those of either Thomas Jeffe.rson or
Alexander Hamilton and perhaps exceed either.
Stylistically Riemer's treatment suffers from unnecessary repetitions and
from uneven passages, but neither of these caveats should detract from
the significant contribution that he has made to Madison's place in American political thought.
J. E. Ericson
Stephen F. Austin State University

Tlte Panay Incident, Preluch to Pearl Harbor. By Hamilton Darby Perry.
New York (The Macmillan Company), 1969. Photographs, maps, inde..'(.
P. 296. $6.96.
Mr. Perry endeavors to discuss two dominating topics in his volume.
rnitially, he narrates the documented and factual story of the Panay and
her crew. Then the author examines more clearly the rumors and mysteries
surrounding the bombing of the neutral ship by the Japanese.
Elabo'rating upon the several stories which have, since 1937, attempted
to discover motivations and discern sources of blame for the sinking of
the Panav. Mr. Perry discards some which seem altogether unlikely and
emphasizes a few which seem more credible. The author does not pretend to
have solved the riddle of the Panay incident, an incident about which the
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complete truth may never be known. However, Mr. Perry does cite accounts
which he considers probable.

Most of the author's efforts are devoted to reporting the adventure of the
crew of the Panay; and here, perhaps, is found the most significant contribution of the work. Having interviewed a considerable number of the old
Pana1l sailors, Mr. Perry gives an exclusive account of thei.r bombing,
escape, and ultimate rescue. In his detailed chronicle of their heroics and
sacrifices, Mr. Perry has authored a tribute to the men of the PanGY. a
tribute that one could scarcely regard a8 unmerited.
John M. Foun1oulakis
Te..xarkana, Texas

Daily Life I" ColAmia! Peru, 1710-18~O. By Jean Doseola. Translated by
Michael Heron. New York (The Macmillan Company), 1968. mustrationa, maps, introductions, bibliography, and index. P. 260. $6.95.
Daily Life I" ColAmial Peru,. 1710-18~O is a basic social his10ry of viceregal Peru as typified in the lives of Viceroy Don Manuel Arnat and
Micaela Villegas (la Perricholi). a controversial actress of the Lima stage.
Briefly Descola sketches basic geographical and ethnic data about Pern 8S
well as Spain's administrative machinery for her colonies. Then he proceeds
in a leisurely fashion to make a detailed examination of Peruvian intellectual life, religion, homeliCe, amusements, military organization, and
economic system.
By employing a background of historical personalities, the author succeeds in bringing to life a gripping era of Peruvian history. The book is
made even more appealing by the inclusion of contemporary commentaries
on the Peruvian scene and the use of appropriate illustrations.
Jean Descola possesses an eminently readable style which bears the marks
of logical organization, discreet selection of material, and a sense of humor.
His primary purpose was to relate Peru's history under the viceroys, and
his narrative gift enables him 10 succeed admirably. On the whole, Daily
Life in. Colonial Peru, 1710-18!O is a witty and entertaining aecount of
Spanish colonization in South America. Consequently, it merits the atten·
tion of any reader interested in Latin American history.
Carolyn Warren
Center, Texas

Daily Life in Papal Rome in the Eighteenth Century. By Maurice Andrieu.x.
Translated by Mary Fit1on. New York (The Macmillan Company),
1968. rIlustrations, bibliography. P. 223. $5.95.
Few cities in history have captivated the human heart as has Rome.
There is an aura about the Eternal City that is both mysterious and
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enigmatic. To walk the ancient streets in reflection is to feel a ghost-like
presence of the past that is difficult to explain. Here the pagan and Christian antiquities blend together as one. The secular and sacred appear
inseparable.
Such emotions as these may create a strong desire to become better
acquainted with Rome's past. Since this is physically impossible, Maurice
Andrieux, a French historian, has done the next best thing by recreating
the modes of everyday life in the city during the 1700's.

His book, Dailv Life in Papal. Rom.e in the Eighteenth Century, is a
successful and thorough presentation of the social milieu found in Rome
two hundred years ago. This work sustains interest by the use of lively
anecdotes and a varied approach. While much of the material is delightfully
entertaining, the author's more serious purpose is to place the essentially
static Roman society within the context of revolutionary change that
swept through Europe at the close of that century.
During this age the Romans were an essentially conservative, if not
reactionary, lot. The long entrenched status quo maintained by the church
and ruling elite vigorously resisted drastic change of any sort. However,
lile was basically care-free with few restraints to hamper the personal
activities of fun~loving citizens. '1}0 whatever you like," said the priests,
ll'but come and ten us about it afterward." (p. 118.)
Change, however imperceptible, characterizes human society in every
period of history. This is certainly true of an eighteenth century Rome
whose every facet of life depended on the rapidly diminishing power of the
church. The city remained oblivious to the spirit of revolution that en~
veloped France during the years of the century. Unabated optimism con~
tinued to di.rect the Roman spirit until the invading armies of Napoleon
forced the city to accept the reality that the old order had passed.

Written particularly for the layman, this book is an excellent e."(ample
of social history. However, it is marred by the omission of references and
extremely long, awkwardly CO'DStruCted sentences. Translation from the
French may account in part for this latter flaw.
Myriads of unsubstantiated facts detract from the value of the book.
Though the bibliography is adequate, it is of limited value to the reader.
The lack of direct re1erences in the text to the works listed makes the
task of documentation an impossible one. Despite its weaknesses in style
and lack ot documentation, Daily Life in Papal Rome is well worth reading.

C. Barnwell Anderson
J acksonvilJe, Texas

Daily Life in Early Canada. By Raymond Douville and Jacques Casanova.
Translated by Carola Congreve. ew York (The Macmillan Company),
1968. Illustrations, inde.x. Pp. 224. $5.95.
Daily Life in Early Canada is an interwoven description of the social,
economic, and political forces which shaped Canada fram the arrival of
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Champlain in 1603 to the Treaty of Paris in 1763. It is composed of ten
chapters discussing geography, climate, transportation, economy, religion,
and social life of colonial Canada. While this book is primarily a social
history for the general reader, it contains a satisfactory treabnent of
political history. A scholarly approach is attained by this blend.
Direct quotations and detailed descriptions from prominent Frenchmen
and their journals, illustrations, and early maps give the book a realistic
quality, which facilitates reading and understanding. One of the prime
sources of the nforementioned quotations and descriptions is the Jesuit
society.
The Jesuit priests, who came to Canada in order to Christianize and
civilize the Indians, were not completely successful. Their main contributions included easing of relations between Indians and whites, persistent
and unswerving missionary work, gathering scientific data, exploring new
regions, and ae<:urate recording of early Canadian history in Journal des
lOmita aM Rtlatiom d.. It""it•.
The book lacks footnotes and bibliography, and contains some unsubstantiated facts. There are also several French words in the text for which
there are no explanations. Despite the lack of documentation and a bibliography, the book is informative and worth reading. It will appeal to those
interested in the history of early Canada, early America, and the colonial
possessions of France.
Mike Greer
Winnsboro, Texas

Daily Life at Versailles in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries.
By Jacques Levron. New York (The Macmillan Company). 1968.
Pp. 239. Index. $5.95. Translated by Claire Elaine Engel.
The great palace at Versailles, at first a hunting lodge and retreat for
King Louis nTI of France, transfonned into a palatial seat of government by King Louis XIV. became the hub of Europe from which
radiated the splendor-and moral degeneration---of the French court.
Daily life there flowed easily until Louis XIV made it his principal
residence, then it became a center of degrading and atrophied court lif~
a life in which the Sun King set the functions and progress. Though
patterns relaxed and changed a bit under his successors in the eighteenth
century, the Sun King's influence stifled any real evolution.
There is little in this thin tome to attract the professional historian,
but much that will appeal to those who like to keep the mistresses of
Louis XIV and Louis XV in correct chronological order. There is little
to indicate whether Marie Antoinette was as scandalous in her behavior
as many suppose, but much to indicate her empty-headedness as Dauphine
and Queen of France. In this and other areas, the author unwittingly
and not very well has served a purpose, in that he has drawn a fuzzy
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portrait of what happens when a leader divorces himself from his people.
Also unwittingly, he indicates that hereditary monarchies do not always
breed true. Had the drawing of this portrait been his primary object,
the book would be infinitely better. As it stands this book is not needed,
for any serious student can glean as much information, including anee·
dotes, from any good specialized treatment of France in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries.
There are a few poor translations of doggerel, a mistake in the date
of the Wax of the Spanish Succeasion (p. 147), and misprints, notahLy
Uvotre" instead of "notre" (p. 167), which do nothing to add to the value
of the work. According to the table of contents there is a bibliography
of sou,rees listed, but it does not appear. There are, however, enough
footnotes to indicate that the author relied heavily on such well-known
sources as St. Simon's Memoirs oj the Court 0/ Louis XIV. We still must
wait for a meaningful volume concerned with daily life at Versailles, if
indeed one is needed.
En J. Gum
The University of Nebraska at Omaha

All but the People: Franklin D. Roosll1Jelt and His Critu:s, 1933-39. By
George Wolfskill and John A. Hudson. New York (The Macmillan
Company), 1969. Pp. xii+344. lllustrations, notes and index. $7.95.
In this excellent volume, George Wolfskill and John Hudson, both of the
University of Texas at Arlington, examine and analyze the critics of
Franklin D. Roosevelt and the New Deal. Basing their study on a wide
variety of newspapers, magazines, pamphlets, books, and private collections, the authors have e.xplored the "hate Roosevelt" literature and grouped
it in appropriate categories. The resulting array of scurrility, calumny,
defamation, slander, libel, and vilification is astounding, even for one who
lived through the New Deal Era. Here is history by character assassination-history by rumor, by distortion, and by falsehood. This torrent of
abuse raises the pertinent question that llgranted that an opposition, free
to organize and free to criticize without fear of reprisal, was essential to
the democratic process in the United States, and granted that politics was
a contest for power not a course of ethics, was there no limit? Did any·
thing go, short of physical assault and bodily hann?" (ix)
Wolfskill and Hudson have arranged FOR's critics under such intriguing
chapter topics as "ti You Were a Good Honest 1\Ian," "We Don't Like Her,
Either," "The Jew Deal ..." "The Devoted Wall Street Lackey," "A Traitor
to His Class," and "All Menu and No Meal" The authors have purposely
omitted the indecent and obscene but they have included sufficient vicious
and insinuating criticism to demonstrate that much of the invective was
of the "below the belt" variety. A single bit of verse wiU illustrate the
nature of some of these attacks. Under the title of "Traitors Three" a
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poem depicted Brutus, Benedict Arnold, and FDR in hell arguing over
who was the greatest traitor of all time. After the first two had spoken
Roosevelt gave such anu impressive catalogue of his act that:
Brutus stood there filled with awe,
Arnold sat with fallen jaw;
Then Brutus said, "We've had our fling.
Get up now, Arnold, and salute your KING (33).
Like the Muckraker who raked the filth before him until it was piled so
high that he could see nothing else, this study, taken alone, would give 8
distorted view of the New Deal years. This should not be the first book to
be assigned for a study of the Era of Franklin Roosevelt. But this is
not intended to be a history of the New Deal or the Roosevelt years,
although there is a lot about FDR and the New Deal in it. It is an account
of critics and criticism. It is an effort to see the Roosevelt period through
the eyes of its enemies, to Jet the Roosevelt haters speak for themselves.
Some criticism was by honest and sincere men who disagreed on a question
of principle, but much was vicious and vituperative abuse which delineated
"8 certain streak of madness" in American politics. This paranoid trend
WolIskill and Hudson have captured very well. AU but the People is a most
valuable addition, not only to the history of the New Deal but to the history
of the Presidency as well.
Robert S. Maxwell
Stephen F. Austin State University
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